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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
RESISTANCE TO FLOW IN SA..~D CHANNELS 
A theoretical and laboratory investigation was made of 
resistance to flow in sand-bed channels . The objectives were 
to determine the type of flow and energy dissipation in sand-bed 
channels and develop equations and relations for predicting 
resistance to flow and mean velocity. 
The types of flow, energy dissipation and, thus resistance 
to flow in sand-bed channels is extremely variable because 
(1) the configuration of the boundary, (2) the properties of the 
fluid, and (3) the characteristics of the turbulence are func tions 
of the fl ow, fluid, and sand characteristics and of the geometry 
of the channel . The boundary configurations that form in a sand 
bed are ripples, ripples on dunes, dunes, plane bed, antidunes or 
chutes-and-pools. 
The type of flow in a sand ciannel ¼ith constant discharge 
and average energy gradient may b~ steady or unsteady and uniform 
or nonuniform, depending on the boundary configuration . With the 
array of boundary configurations found i n sand channels, the 
dissipation of energy ~ay result from grain roughness, form 
roughness, acceleration of the flow, breaking waves or any combina-
tions of them. 
With variable boundary configuratioL, type of flow and energy 
dissipation, it is impossible to determiLe a general equation to 
predict resistance to flow and mean velocity for all flow conditions . 
However, if the boundary configuration is known, specific relations 
and equations are developed for predicting resistance to flow . 
For steady uniform f low, the equations are based on integrating 
the Reynolds equation =or turbulent flow . The coefficients in the 
integrated equation were determined from a study of the velocity 
distribution and verified using the mean flow variables . For non-
uniform and (or) unste ady flow, resistance to flow is determined by 
applying a correct ion term to the equation developed for flow over 
a plane bed . The correction term compensates for the increase in 
energy dissipation result i ng from form roughness, flow acceleration 
and breaking waves . 
The study of the velocity profiles for plane bed flow when 
there is considerable bed-material movement, determined that there 
is an inner and outer flow zone . In the inner zone, the slope A 
and intercept B in the relation u = A ln y + B are variable . 
The variation of the slope and intercept are functi ons of the size 
and concentration of suspended sed~ment in the inner zone . In the 
outer zone , the 5lope and intercept are constant. 
Everett V. Richardson 
Civi l Engineering Department 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
June 1965 
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The need for knowledge of re s istance to flow in open channels 
cannot be overenphasized. Such knowledge is necessary for the de-
sign of canal s or channels to con-Jey water from the river to ir-
rigate lands; to supply drinking ~ater to citie s ; to convey the 
wastes from the city back to the river; or, to convey floods through 
a city. Also knowledge of flow r~sistance is required to determine 
the magnitude of a flood; the amo·.mt of water available for bene-
ficial use; or, to determine the ~levation a flood of a given ma g-
nitude will attain in order to design flcod protection works. Many 
other examples of the need for knowledge of resistance to flow in 
open channels can be cited. 
The nature and magnitude of resistance to flow in open channels 
under various flow, fluid, and channel conditions are still imper-
fectly known, though studied for nearly two centuries. The princi-
pal reasons for this lack of progress, in comparison to closed con-
duit flow, are the free surface and unsymmetrical cross section that 
allow additional degrees of freedom. Although resistance to flow in 
open channel is imperfec t ly understood, the engineer, through theory 
and experiment has built up a fund of information that permits, with-
in limits, the empirical determi~ation of resistance to flow. Un-
fortunately, the prediction of resistance to flow depends on the 
experience of the engineer. 
Many channels not only have the problem of a free surface and 
nonsymmetrical cross section but in addi cion have a deformable and 
movable alluvial boundary. An alluvial boundary is formed in 
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cohesive or noncohesive materials that have been and can be trans-
ported by the flow . The noncohesive alluvial boundary usually 
consists of sand (0.062 to 2.0 mm), gravel (2.0 to 64 mm), or 
cobbles (64 to 256 mm) or some co~bination of these sizes. With 
an alluvial boundary, the configuration cf the bed, the fluid pro-
perties, the turbuaence of the flow, and the resistance to flow are 
functions of the boundary material, fluid and flow characteristics, 
and the channel geometry (Gilbert, 1914, Vanoni, 1946, Elata and 
Ippen, 1961, Simons and Richardson, 1963). 
The objectives of this report are to determine the nature and 
magnitude of, and reasons for, resistance to flow in sand channels; 
and to determine equations and relations for predicting resistance 
to flow and mean velocity. Flow conditions investigated range from 
beginning of bed material movement to antidunes. The report is re-
* stricted to equilibrium flow in sand channels and uses the data 
collected by Simons and Richardson (1961) in the 8 ft flume and 
field data from U. S. Geological Survey reports. It is assumed 
that the field data was collectec for equilibrium flow conditions. 
Equilibrium flow (the simplest type obtainable when studying flow 
conditions ranging from beginning of motion to antidunes) may be 
steady or unsteady, uniform or nonuniform, depending on the bed 
configuration. The fact that equilibrium flow may be unsteady and 
nonuniform increases the complexi ty of the problem. 
The report gives background on the nature of flow in sand 
* Equilibrium flow is defined as flow with a constant discharge of 
the water-sediment mixture and wi th an average energy gradient that 
is invariant with time and paral l el to the gradient of the bed. 
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channels. This forms the basis of the analytical considerations 
and analysis of the data. To provide this background : (a) the 
different types of resistance to flow that occur in open channels 
when the flow may be steady or unsteady and uniform or nonuniform 
are examined; (b) the different bed configurations and flow re-
gimens with their associated flow phenomenon and types of energy 
dissipation are delineated and discussed; (c ) the variables in-
volved for sand channel flow are listed and their role discussed; 
and (d) finally, a method for predicting what the bed configuration 
will be for different flow, fluid and bed-material characteristics 
is presented. A method of predicting the bed configuration is 
necessary becaus e with the many different types of flow, energy 
dissipation, and bed configuration that occur in a sand channel, a 
unique relation between resistance to flow and the variables does 
not exist. However, if the type of bed configuration is known, a 
unique relation can be determined. 
To obtain equations for the velocity distribution and resis -
tance to flow, t _e Reynolds e quation for turbulent flow is inte-
grated. The integration is accomplished by assuming (a) steady 
uniform flow, (b) that the viscous stress is very much smaller 
than the Reynolds stress, and (c) a relation between the Reynolds 
stress and the velocity distribution. There are insufficient 
boundary conditions to determine the coefficients in the equation. 
Therefore, dimensional analysis anj study of the data are necessary 
to determine the coefficients. Di~ensional analysis is used to 
decrease the number of terms involved and group them logically for 
study. 
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In the analysis of data, the velocity distribution and resis-
tance to flow are stud i ed for the different bed configurations. 
The coefficients in the integrated Reynolds equations for the velo-
city distribution and resistance to flow are determined for those 
bed configurations that have -steady uniform flow. For the bed c on-
figurations where the flow is non-uniform, unsteady, or both , the 
velocity distribution is undefined . To obtain the res i stance t o 
flow and mean velocity fo r the bed configurations with unsteady and 
(or) non-uniform flow, a correction term was applied to the steady 
uniform flow equation to account for the energy loss from the 
acceleration and breaking wave effects. This correction term was 




DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS AND DATA 
The flume experiments were conducted in a tilting recirculating 
flume, 150 ft long, 8 ft wide , and 2 ft deep. Slope in this flume 
could be varied from Oto 0.013 ft per ft and water discharge from 
2 cfs to 22 cfs. Six bed materials were used in the study, thei r 
size distributions are given in figure 1. These size distributions 
are in terms of fall diameter (Colby and Christenson, 1956). 
The data from the 8 ft flume study were collected by D. B. 
Simons and the writer over a four-year pe ~iod and consists of from 
20 to 50 equilibrium runs for each bed ma ~erial. The general pro-
cedure for each run was to recirculate a given discharge of the 
water-sediment mixture until equilibrium =low conditions were 
established. Equilibrium flow is defined as flow that has establish-
ed a bed configuration and slope consistent with the fluid, flow and 
bed material characteristics over the entire length of the flume 
neglecting entrance and exit affected reaches. For equilibrium 
flow, the discharge of the water-sediment mixture is constant, the 
time average water surface slope of the flow is essentially cons tant 
and parallel to the time average bed surface; and the time average 
concentration of the bed material discharge is constant. Equili-
brium flow should not be confused with steady uniform flow because 
with equilibrium flow the velocity may va ry at a point, and f rom 
point to point. Steady uniform flow as clas ically defined, t hat is 
velocity nonvariant with respect to time and space ( au./ ot = O, 
i 




After equilibrium flow was established, water surface slope, S; 
discharge of the water-sediment mixture Q; water temperature, T; 
depth, D; velocity distribution in the vertical, u; total sediment 
concentration, C ; suspended sedinent concentration, C ; and the 
T s 
geometry of bed configuration (length L, height H, spacing~, and 
shape r) were determined). 
Water-surface slopes were measured with a Lory point gage and 
a precision level by determining ~ater-surface elevations at definite 
intervals along the flume . Discharges were measured with calibrated 
orifice meters located in the return flow pipes. Water temperature 
was measured to the nearest 0 .1 of a degree centigrade with a mer-
cury thermometer. Depth was determined by subtracting mean bed ele-
vation fr om mean water-surface elevation . Velocity distribution in 
a vertical was measured with a calibrated Prandtl Pitot tube; how-
ever, the mean velocity of the cross section was computed from the 
discharge and cross-section area cata, U = Q/WD . Total sediment 
concentration was measured by traversing ~he overflow nappe at the 
downstream end of the flume with~ width-depth integrating sampler. 
Bed configuration was measured by using a point gage and a special 
sonic depth sounder (Richardson, Simons, and Posakony, 1961). 
A complete documentation and description of all of the basic 
flume data collected from 1956-19€2 by the U. S. Geological Survey 
at Colorado State University will be included in a data report which 
is in press (Guy and others, 1965) . 
In addition to the data from the flune experiments, data 
collected from the following natural streams were used: 
Elkhorn River near Waterloo, Nebraska (Beckman and Furness, 1962). 
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Rio Grande near Bernali llo, New Mexico (Culbertson and Dawdy, 
1964, and Nordin, 1964) 
Rio Grande near Bernardo, New Mexico (personal communication) 
Mississippi River at St. Lou i s, Miss ouri (Jordan, 1965) 
The size distribution of the bed material for the Elkhorn River 
near Waterloo, Nebraska is the sane as for the 0.28 mm sand in 
figure 1. The Elkhorn River was t he sour~e of the 0.28 mm sand. 
The median diameter of the bed material d for the Rio Grande so 
near Bernalillo, New Mexico was 0.29 mm and the measure of gradation ~ 
was 1.60; for the Rio Grande near Bernar do, New Mexico d
50 
was 
0.24 rrnn and ~ was 1.62; for the Mississippi River at St. Louis, 
Missouri d
50 
was 0.38 mm and the average gradation as measured 
by vd75 /d 25 was 1.5. 
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CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
Resistance to Flow in Op en Ctannels 
Resistance to flow in an open channel or in a pipe is a catch-
all term that includes all the mechanisms whereby the mechanical 
energy of the flow is converted to heat ar_d lost to the surrounding 
medium. From the first law of thermodynamics 
uz 
1 
2 + gy l ( 1) 
where the lef t side of equation 1 is the cifference in mechanical 
energy between tNO points in steady uniform flow and the rigtt side 
is the loss in mechanical energy per slug of flowing mass . The first 
term on the right side of equation 1 is the increase in internal 
energy of the fluid and the second term is the loss of heat to the 
boundary between the two sections . The increase in internal energy 
is small and furthermore not recoverable and neither is the loss of 
heat recoverable as useful work . Therefore, the two terms are group-
ed together and may be designated head loss, energy loss, friction 
loss, or resistance to flow loss . 
The loss of mechanical energy (kinet~c, pressure, and elevation) 
in steady uniform turbulent flow results =rom the viscous shear be-
tween the fluid and the boundary, surface resistance; the low pressure 
downstream of points of separatior_ of the fluid from the boundary, 
form resistance; and the turbulent velocicy fluctuation and eddies 
which are generated by both surface and form resistance . In add ition, 
when the flow is not uniform and steady, chere are additiona_ losses 
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of mechanical energy resulting from acceleration and deceleration of 
the flow and breaking waves. 
Surface Resistance 
With surface resistance the boundary may be hydraulically 
smooth or hydraulically rough depending on whether the flow close 
to the boundary is laminar or not. The flow is hydraulically 
smooth if the roughness elements are submerged by laminar flow. 
The flow is hydraulically rough if the roughness elements are large 
enough that t he flow separates from the micro-elements and laminar 
flow nex t to the boundary does not exist. 
With a hydraulically smooth boundary, resistance to flow is a 
function of the viscosity and thus the Reynolds number IR. With 
grain roughness, resistance to flew is independent of viscosity and 
thus the Reynolds number. The difference between hydraulically rough 
surface resistance, hereafter called grain roughness, and form rough-
ness is one of scale. With grain roughness the separation zone 
downstream from the grains, the reduction in pressure in the separa-
tion zone, and the size of the eddies in the flow is of a micro-
scale, largely confined to a small region in the neighborhood of the 
grains. However, there effect is felt throughout the flow field. 
With form roughness the separatioL zone downstream from the rough-
ness element, the r eduction in pressure in the separation zone, and 
the size of the eddies in the flow is of a macro-scale. 
Form Resistance 
With form resistance, the flow separates from the macro-boundary. 
This results in a relatively large separa~ion zone with lower pressure 
(form drag), a reduction in effective area for the flow and the 
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generation of large scale eddies. Both tie eddies and pressure re-
duction dissipate energy. With form resistance, as with grain rough-
ness, resistance to flow is independent of viscosity. 
Acceleration and Deceleration of the Flow 
If the macro-roughness is large in relation to the scale of 
the flow system (width and depth of flow) so that there is con-
siderable accelera tion and deceleration of the flow, then the flow 
is no longer uniform. In this case the so-called roughness ele-
ments are in reality changes in cross section. The forces required 
to produce the acceleration and deceleration of the flow are a 
drain on the energy of the system. This loss of energy is reflected 
in an increase in resistance of the flow. The acceleration and de-
celeration of the flow are gravitational effects and thus resistance 
to flow will depend on the Froude number in addition to the Reynolds 
number and the size of the roughness elements . The gravitational 
effects depend on the relative magnitude of the acceleration and 
decleration energy losses in relation to the other losses. 
Even if the macro-roughness ~snot large in comparison to the 
scale of the flow system, there may be considerable acceleration and 
deceleration of the flow when the Froude number is equal to or 
greater than one. With this type of flow the bed surface and water 
surface are in phase and the separation of the flow from the boundary 
is small unless the Froude number is large. The magnitude of the 
Froude number for flow separation depends on whether the boundary is 
rigid or alluvial. For rigid boundaries the water surface is un-
stable, the flow separates from the boundary and roll waves form, 
when Froude numbers are larger than 1.6 (Koloseus, 1958). For 
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alluvial boundaries the magnitude of the Froude number, where the 
flow separates from the boundary and breaking waves occur, depends 
on the size of the bed material. The coarser the bed material the 
larger the Froude number must be fJr flow separation and breaking 
waves. 
If the flow separates from the boundary in accelerating flow, 
there is considerable dissipation •Jf energy. In addition to the 
energy loss from accele r ation and deceleration of the flow, there 
is dissipation of energy from form roughness when the Froude number 
is less than one, and br eaking waves and f orm roughness when the 
Froude number is greater than one. The resistance to flow from the 
form roughness and/or breaking wave effects will be considerably 
larger than that from the accelera ~ion and deceleration of the fl ow. 
If the flow does not separate from the boundary in accelerating flow, 
the dissipation of energy will depend on the grain roughness and the 
acceleration and deceleration of the flow. The grain roughness 
e ffects being the larger of the two. 
Breaking Waves 
Breaking waves occur when the Froude number of the flow is large 
enough so that the in-phase water and bed-surface waves reach an 
instability point and either roll Yaves (KJloseus, 1958) or breaking 
waves (Simons and Richardson, 1962a and Ke~nedy, 1961) form. The 
eddies and turbulence generated by the breaking waves dissipate much 
energy. The dissipation of energy with breaking waves depends on the 
size of the waves, the amount of t i me and apace occupied by the 
breaking waves and the vigor of their breaking. 
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For convenience, an over-all res istance factor can be used for 
acceleration and deceleration and ~he breaking wave type of flow; but 
this resistance factor will be a function of the Froude number. Also, 
there may be discontinuities in any functional relationship involving 
the gross resistance factor. The discontinuities result from ·a 
decrease in t he nonuniformity of the flow and the breaking of the 
waves as depth increases. 
Resistance to Flow in Sand Channels 
Forms of Bed Roughness 
Resistance to flow in a sand channel is complicated by the fact 
that the bed configuration, and the flow phenomena are determined by 
the interaction between the flow, f luid and movable bed material . 
The forms of bed roughness observed in a sand channel , listed in order 
of their occurrence with increasing stream power U~DS, are plane 
bed without sediment movement, ripples (when d :::: 0 .6 mm), ripples 
50 
on dunes, dunes, plane bed with sediment movement, antidunes and 
chutes-and-pools. When the d o= the bed material is larger than 
50 
0.6 mm, ripples will not form afte~ beginning of motion (Simons and 
Richardson, 1962a, 1964, Knoroz, 1959), instead, small dunes form 
after beginning of motion. 
There is a transit ion range in stream power where the bed con-
figuration may range from fully developed dunes to plane bed. Gen-
erally, in this transit i on range the bed consists of long, small 
amplitude dunes, with length increasing and amplitude decreasing as 
stream power increases. However, when the bed form consists of dunes, 
slope or depth and hence stream power can be increased to relatively 
large values before the bed form changes to a plane bed or antidunes. 
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Conversely, i f t he bed form is plane or antidunes, the stream power 
can be decreased significantly before dunes develope. In this transi-
tion range of stream power whether the bee was plane or dunes depended 
on antecedent conditions. 
At certain values of stream power in the transition range the 
bed form oscillates between dunes and plane bed. This phenomena re-
sults from changes in depth or slope or both which occur when the 
resistance to flow changes with a change in bed form. With a pl ane 
bed, resistance to flow is small, whereas with a dune bed resistance 
to flow is large. With the oscillating bed configuration, when the 
bed becomes plane, the decrease in resistance to flow decreases 
depth or slope or both and thus the shear stress yDS on the bed. 
The reduced value of shear stress is incompatible for a plane bed 
and dunes form. The increase in resistance to flow with dunes in-
creases depth and/or slope and thus the shear stress . This increased 
value of shear stress eliminates the dunes and a plane bed results. 
With these changes in shear stress with a change in bed form, the 
bed form alternates between dunes and plane bed . 
The bed configuration that occur in a sand channel are illustra-
ted in figures 2 and 3. A brief descript ~on of each form follows: 
Plane bed without sediment movement.-- This bed form, obtained 
in the fl ume by screeding the bed is not ordinarily encountered in 
natural strea~s. Resistance to flow is the result of grain rough-
ness as for rigid boundary hydraulics. 
Ripples. -- Ripples are small scale form roughness elements with 
spacing about 0.5 to 2.0 ft and hei ghts (crest to trough) of 0.02 to 
0.2 ft. Ripple shape is independent of sand size. Although, the 
lL 
shear stress and stream power required fo r ripple formation increases 
with an increase in sand size. Within the accuracy of flume experi-
ments resistance to flow is also i ndependent of sand size. This 
results from the fact that ripple shapes are independent of sand 
size, and grain roughness on the backs of ripples is small in com-
parison to form roughness. 
Dunes.-- These are large scale form roughness elements. In the 
flume dune length ranges from 2.0 ft to 10 ft and in height from 
0.2 to 1.0 ft. In the field (Carey and Keller, 1957) dunes measure 
several hundred feet long and up to 40 ft high in the Mississippi 
River. The height, shape, and le~gth of dunes, in contrast to 
ripples, depends on the grain siz~. It is apparent that dune size 
increases with an increase in flow depth; in fact, the maximum height 
of a dune is approximately the average depth. 
As mentioned previously, resistance to flow is a combina-
tion of grain roughness and form roughness. Dunes are a unique 
type of form roughness. In fact, large dunes in some parts of a 
channel may cause appreciable acceleration and deceleration of the 
flow and thus, may not be form roughness in uniform flow but a change 
in cross section in nonuniform flow. However, recognizing the 
possibility of nonuniform effects, a gross resistance factor can 
be used for the dune bed configuration. 
The magnitude of resistance to flow is an interrelated 
complex function of the grain size, slope and depth. As illustrated, 
in figure 4 (Richardson and others, 1962) resistance to tlow for 
dunes formed of sands finer than 0.30 mm has little variation with 
changes in either depth or slope. With sands coarser than 0.30 rrnn 
=.s 
resistance to flow var~es with either a change in depth or a change 
in slope or both. Figure 4 also illustrates that with an increase 
in sand size there is an i ncrease in resistance to flow. This in-
crease results from an increa se i:1 f orm roughness i n addition. to 
the increase in grain roughness. With an increase in sand size 
there is a decrease in length of the dunes and in.crease in their 
angularity (Richardson and others, 1962 . 
Difference between ripples a:1d dunes. -- There is some con-
troversy in the literature con.cer:1ing ripples and dunes (Vanoni and 
others, 1961). The diff rentiation between the two was made by 
Kornoz (1959) and Sim :is and Rich~rds on ( 1962a , 1963) . Others 
have used the two terms indiscriminately. Ripples are different 
from dunes in that (1) with ripples there is a decrease in re-
sistance to flow with an increase in depth , whereas with dunes there 
is not; (2) ripples d not form in ma terial coarser than 0.6 mm, 
whereas dunes may form in all sizes of al l uvial material ; (3) with 
ripples, resistance to fl ow is independen t of the gra·n size, 
whereas with dunes i t i s dep endent. 
Whether ripples are different from dunes is a moot point 
except that dunes are the dominant bed form in streams and canals 
and ripples are the dominant bed form in most laboratory flumes. 
A difference between the two bed forms means , as Taylor and Brooks 
(1962) pointed out, that resistance to flow and modeling of alluvial 
channels cannot be resolved by small- scale laboratory studies. 
Plane bed with sedinent movement. -- A plane bed with sediment 
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movement has grain roughness type of resistance to flow . However, 
with the grains ~oving along the bed the resistance to flow is 
slightly less than for the static bed case of a plane bed without 
movement (Vanoni and Nomicos, 1960, Elata and Ippen, 1961, and 
Simons and Richardson, 1963) . Vanoni and Nomico s attribute the de-
crease in resiptance t o flow to a damping of turbulence by the sus-
pended sediment; whereas Elata and Ippen i ndicate that the turbulence 
was not damped but that its structure was changeq. 
It was thought that the formation of a plane bed by the 
flow depended on the Froude number (Simons and Richardson, 1962a) , 
however, it was later d iscovered that a plane bed was not a f unction 
of the Froude number (Simons and Richardson, 1963). Instead, the 
formation of a plane bed depends on the magnitude of the shear 
stress in relation to the fall ve l ocity of the bed material , When 
the fall velocity of the bed material is low (either as a result of 
fine bed material, or l arge viscosity of the fluid) the plane bed 
occurred at relatively low shear stress. 
Antidunes. - - Antidunes consist of a series or train of inphase 
(coupled) symmetrical sand and wa~er waves. The waves do not exist 
as a continuous train t hat never changes, but rather as a series of 
waves that gradually build up witi time from a plane bed and water 
surface . These waves may grow in height until they become unstable 
and break as the sea surf, or they may grow in height and then 
gradually subside , As antidunes form they may move upstream, down-
stream or renain stationary. Their upstream movement is the reason 
Gilbert (191 4) named them antidunes. 
In the flume the lengths of the sand and water wave s 
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range from 5 to 10 ft . The height of the sand waves ranges from 
0 .03 to 0.5 ft and the height of the water waves from 1.5 to 2 
times the height of the sand waves. In natural rivers surface 
waves fr om 2 to 3 ft in height and 10 to 20 ft in length have been 
observed. 
Resistance to flow with antidune results from grain 
roughness, acceleration and deceleration of the flow, and breaking 
waves . When breaking waves occur the dissipation of energy, and 
the gross resistance to flow depends on (1) how often the anti-
dunes f orm and break, (2) the area of the reach they occupy and 
(3) the vio lence of their breaking. When breaking waves do not 
occur the acceleration and deceleration of the flow increases re-
sistance to flow slightly above that for a plane bed. 
Kennedy (1961, 1963) made an extensive study of antidune. 
flow . He found that the minimum wave length is given by L = 2~U2 /g; 
that there is a range of depth and slopes where antidunes will form 
only if an initial surface wave is introduced; and that the Froude 
number for the occurrence of antidunes decreases as the depth of 
flow increases or the size of the bed material decreases. This last 
conclusion was also made by Leopold and Maddock (1953, p. 41), Lang-
bein (1942) and Simons and others, (1963). Simons and others (1963) 
demonstrated that the antidune activity was related to the fall 
velocity of the bed material. 
Chute-and-pool flow.-- This is an extreme example of nonuni-
form unsteady flow in an alluvial channel. The flow may consist of 
a chute (10 to 30 ft long) where the flow is rapid and accelerating. 
The chute terminates in a hydraulic jump followed by a pool (10 to 
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30 ft long) where the flow is tranqu i l and accelerating. These 
chutes and pools remain stationary with respect to each other, but 
with reference to the flume, usually m ve slowly upstream. The 
gross resistance to flow for this type of flow is large . 
Regimes of Flow 
On the basis of similarity in the shape of the bed configurations, 
mode of sediment transport, process of energy dissipation, and phase 
relation between the bed and water surface Simons and Richardson (1963) 
divided the flow in sand channels into two flow regimes with a transi-
tion between. These two flow reg~mes with the intermediate transition 
logically group the flow in sand channels into its three major phases. 
The flow phenomena, transport and resistance to flow that occur in one 
re gime may be ex tremely different from that in another . A lack of 
comprehensive experimental data covering both regimes of flow has con-
t r i buted to the lack of understanding of sand channel flow and has led 
to many conflicting statements in the li t erature. One experimenter 
or group of experimenters studyin 5 only the lower flow regime will 
arrive at a conclusion that is in conflict with another group study-
ing only the upper flow regime. Because it is not clear that they 
are studying different phases of the same problem, conflicting con-
cepts naturally develope. 
These flow regimes with their associated bed configurations, 
listed in their order of occurrence with increasing stream power are 
(Simons and Richardson, 1963, p. 323): 
Lower f l ow regime: 
1 . Ripples 
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2. Dunes with ripple superposed 
3. Dunes 
Transition (bed roughness ranges from dunes to plane bed or 
antidunes) 
Upper flow regime 
1. Plane bed 
2. Antidunes 
a. Standing waves 
b. Antidune 
c. Peak antidune 
3 . Chutes and pools 
4. Slug flov1 
Variables 
Resistance to flow in an alluvial channel is complicated by 
the large number of variables, the interdependency of the variables, 
and the fact that some of the variables may be altered and even 
determined by the flow. The variables are listed in equation 2 and 
a brief discussion of the more significant aspects of the major 
variables follows: 
u = </) [ D, s, d, 0- ' p, g, w, s r' s c' f s] (2) 
w = </) [ d ,P s, p' g, s p'µ ] (3) 
where 
u = average velocity 
D = average depth of flow 
s = energy gradient 
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d = fall diameter of the bed material 
(J" = measure of the size distribution 
p = mass density of the water-sediment mixture 
Ps = mass density of the sediment 
g = acceleration gravity 
w = fall velocity of the bed material 
s = shape factor for the cross section 
C 
s = shape factor for the reach r 
s = shape factor for the sediment particle p 
f = seepage force s 
µ = viscosity of the water-sediment mixture. 
The fall velocity of the bed material has been substituted for 
viscosity in equation 2 because, after beginning of motion, flow 
over a sand bed is hydraulically rough. For hydraulically rough 
flow, viscosity and the Reynolds number IR should not affect re-
sistance. The changes in resistance to flow over sand beds which 
have been observed with changes in viscosity (Straub, 1954; 
Hubbell and others, 1956; Vanoni and Brooks, 1957; Hubbell and 
Al-Shaikh Ali, 1962) are the results of changes in the fall velo-
city of the bed material, with a corresponding change in the bed 
configuration, (Hubbell aJd Al-Shaikh Ali, 1962; Simons and others, 
1963; Simons and Richardson, 1963). These studies demonstrated 
that fall velocity is a very significant variable for the inter-
action between the fluid and the bed material and can be used to 
replace the viscosity of the fluid and the shape factor and density 
of the particle. 
In equation 2, the bed material transport, or the bed form can 
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be substituted for the velocity as the dependent variable but can-
not be included in the list of variables because they are dependent 
variables and more often t han not are an unknown quatity . A quan-
titative description of bed form could be substituted for one of 
the significant variables on the right-side to simplify the prob-
lem. Later in the analysis section the type of bed configuration 
will be used as a variable and one of the variables on the right 
eliminated. It is interesting to note that Colby (1964) in a study 
of bed material discharge used the velocity of the flow as the 
primary independent variable to determine bed material discharge. 
In this case velocity replaced and integrated the effect of several 
other independent variables. 
Before discussing the effect of the variables on the resistance 
to flow it is necessary to alter the velocity to obtain either the 
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor or the Chezy discharge coefficient. 
Using D, S and g as repeating variables, equation 2 becomes 
u2 1 1 
8 g RS = = f s [s, n, ct, w, u-, f , S , S , p, g] (4) S r C 
The other terms are not made dimensionless in order to better discus s 
the role of each individual item. It has been observed that changing 
the ratio D/d has a different effect when D is varied than when 
d is varied even though the ratio has the same numerical values. 
In the discussion that follows figure 4 is used to illustrate the 
effects of the variables on resistance to flow . 
Slope S .- - The effect of slope is il l ustrated in figure 4 , With 
depth and bed material constant an increase in slope can change the 
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bed form and resistance to flow. Also, as illustrated in figure 4, 
resistance to flow will change with a change in slope even when 
the bed configuration is the same type. 
Depth D.-- The effect of depth on resistance to flow is illus-
trated in figure 4. With bed material, slope and bed form constant, 
an i r crease in depth decreases the resistance to flow for a ripple 
r 
bed and incre ases resistance to flow for the dune bed for d
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coarser than 0.3 mm . Although it is not obvious in figure 4 
studies by Colby (1960), Dawdy (1961), Culbertson and Dawdy (1964), 
and Simons and Richardson (1962b) have conclusively shown that 
with slope and bed material constant a change in depth changes the 
bed form and resistance to flow. 
Size of bed mater i al d . -- The physical size of the bed 
material affects (1) the grain roughness and (2) the fall 
velocity. As illustrated in figure 4 there is an increase in re -
sistance to flow with an increase in grain size. The importance 
to resistance to flow of the first effect is in direct proportion 
to the importance of grain roughness with respect to the other 
types of energy dissipation. The second effect is important in 
determining what the bed configuration will be for different flow, 
fluid and channel characteristics. However, the second effect is 
related to the other variables in equation 3. This effect is dis-
cussed in the next section. 
Fall velocity w .-- The fall velocity of the bed materials is 
of major importance in determining the bed form. The fall velocity 
determines the magnitude of the shear stress when the bed material 
will begin to move (Liu, 1957). The magnitude of the shear stress 
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where ripples change t o dunes , dune s change to plane bed, or a plane 
bed changes to antidunes. The smaller the fall velocity of the bed 
material the less angular are the dunes and the longer their length. 
Als o , the smaller the fa l l vel oc i ty the smaller the range in shear 
stress or str eam power within which a dune bed occurs. A decrease 
in fall velocity can change a rippled bed t o a dune bed , a dune bed 
to a plane bed or t o antidunes , and can increase the antidune ac t ivity. 
All these changes significantly effect res i stance t o flow. 
The effect of the various facto r s in equation 3 on fal l 
velocity are well known. However , it mus~ be noted that the vis-
cosity µ is of the water-sediment mixtu~e. Simons and o thers 
( 1963) have shown that type and concentra~ion of fine sediment 
significantly effects flu i d visc osity and the fall velocity. A 10 
percent concentration of the fine sedimen~ (bentoni te ) increased 
fluid viscosity 900 perce t and decreased the fall velocity of the 
0 . 45 mm sand to the equ ivalent fall velocity of t he 0.28 mm sand. 
I n addition, relations for determining fall velocity are based upon 
data collected in a quie scent fluid which neglects the unknown effects 
of turbulence. 
Gradation of the bed materials ~.-- Daranandana (1962) com-
pared a uniform sand with a graded sand , both of which had the same 
d50 and found that the gr adation of the bed material is a significant 
factor for res i stance t o fl ow. With a r i pple , dune or antidune bed 
configuration resistance t o flow is considerably larger for uniform 
sands . 
Seepage f orce fs· -- I n a natural sand channel there is either 
inflow or outflow of water through the bank and bed material 
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This inflow or ou tflow causes a seepage forc e on the bed and bank 
material. This seepage force acts to reduce the buoyant weight of the 
bed and bank material if there is inflow into the channel and increases 
the buoyant weight if there is outflow. The inflow forces are large 
enough in the extreme cases to set up a quick-sand condition where 
the weight of t he material is in equilibricm with the . seepage forces. 
These large seepage forces can have a very definite effect on the bed 
configuration and resistance to flow in a natural channel. Un-
fortunately, very little is known quantitatively about the effect of 
the seepage force either in a flume or natural stre.am . However, it 
should be a constant for all flume systems with about the same depth 
of flow and bed material. Other than to recognize that seepage 
forces exist and may influence bed forms in ' a natural stream, these 
forces will not be considered in this ~tudy. 
Shape factor for the reach and cross section S S . -- The r' C 
shape factor for the reach is an unknown factor which is included in 
equation 2 to focus attention on the energy losses resulting from the 
nonuniformity of the flow in a natural stream caused by the bend s and 
banks. With straight flumes the shape factor for the reach is con-
stant and can be discarded. 
The shape factor for the cross section is included in 
equation 2 to emphasize the fact that wide shallow channels can have 
multiple roughness with dunes on part of the bed and plane bed or 
antidunes on another part in the same cross section . Also, it has 
been observed (Vanoni ad Brooks, 1957, Simons and Richardson, 1963) 
that resist~nce to flow may be quite different in flumes of differ-
ent size, other conditions being the same. 
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Prediction of Form of Bed Configuration 
Resistance to flow depends on the fonn of the roughness elements 
on the bed. With these roughness elements dependent on the bed mater-
ial, fluid, flow and channel characteristics it should be possible to 
develop a relationship between the fluid and flow characteristics and 
the bed material characteristics from which the bed configuration can 
be predicted. Knowledge of the bed configuration would simplify the 
determination of the resistance to flow. 
Various relationships between the variables have been proposed 
for predicting the bed form (Albertson and others, 1958, Simons and 
Richardson, 196 4, Gardi, 1959) but none have been completely satis-
factory. A relationship between stream power U~DS the median fall 
diameter d
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of the bed material and bed configuration developed 
by Simons and Richardson (1964) provides a suitable method of pre-
dicting the bed forms. The relationship is given in figure 5. The 
lines separat i ng the different bed fonns are based on a study of the 
following data: 
1. Flume data from the 8 ft flume 
2. Elkhorn River (Beckman and Furness, 1962) 
3. Rio Grande near El Paso (Fahnestock, personal 
communication) 
4. Rio Grande at Cochiti, near Bernali llo, at 
Angostura heading (Culber ts on and Dawdy, 1964) 
5. Punjab canal data (Simons, 1957) 




In this section the equations which describe the velocity di s-
tribution and those for predicting the resistance to flow are deve-
loped on the basis of the turbulent flow Reynolds equation simplified 
for the steady uniform flow case . Even with the simplification of 
steady uniform flow there are more unknowns than equations to define 
them. Therefore , recourse is made to dimensional analysis and ex-
perimentation in order to obtain us eful equations. Dimensional 
analysis is a valuable tool in that it will reduce the number of 
terms, make the results applicable to any system of units employed 
and will systematize the analysis of data. 
Reynolds Equation 
















aui J ..££_ a au . (µ 1 p u' .u' .) = pF. - + ax. ax. -ax . 1 ax. 1 J 
J 1 J J 
mean ve locity in the i th direction 
body force in the i th direction 
the turbulent velocity fluctuations in the 
i th direction 




In the x direction with constant fluid properties this equation is 
p 
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[ au + au + au + au]= pF - ~ + µ [ a¾:t + a¾:t u ox V w at ay oz X ox ox2 ay2 
+ a4u] [ au•' ou'v' + ou'w'] (Sa) -- -p-- + ay oz oz~ ox 
For the steady, uniform two-dimensional open-channel flow 
illustrated 
U = U(y), V = W = 0, p u'.u'. 
1 J 




= p g sin a + 
= - p g cos a 





- p ay 
~ ov 12 - p ay ay 
The boundary conditions for equation 6 are 
y = D; u'v' =7 = v'w' 







y 0; u = u I V I = 7 = VI w I = 0' TO = µ dy 
Also T = '{ D sin a in steady uniform flow. 
0 
From the z component of the Reynold's equation and the boundary 
conditions v'w' = 0 f or ally. That is, 
av'w' = 0, Therefore v'w' = constant. 
ay 
But at y = o, v'w' = 0 , therefore v'w' is O for ally. 
Integrating the y component 
p = '{ cos a ( D 
- z 
- y) - p v' -(y) 
Integrating the x component 
µ au ay = - -y s i n a y + p u'v' + ( D sin a 
(7) 
(8) 
For small angles of a, sin a is approximately equal to tan a 
the slope of the bed S. With this change equation 8 becomes 
'{ DS ( 1 - y / D) = µ ~~ - p u 'v' (8a) 
Equation 8 is as far as the integration of the Reynolds equation 
can be carried without further knowledge or hypothesis with re gard 
to the Reynolds stress. Various phenomenalogical hypotheses have 
been advanced concerning the Reynolds stress which have allowed the 
integration of equation 8. 
Some of these hypotheses are as follows 






Prandtl's (1925) mixing length theory 
u'v' =-12 I~; I du dy 
Taylor's (1932) vorticity transport theory 
If 1 is assumed independent of y then 
u•v•-- 1 - 2 
du 
dy 
Von Karman's (1930) similarity hypothesis 
u'v' = -k2 
4 




= a turbulent exchange coefficient 






k Empirical dimensionless constant. It is a universal 
steady uniform flow over a rLgid boundary. 
The assumptions made in equations 9, 10, 11 and 12 all have 
serious limitations and inconsistencies. One of the most important 
limitations is a lack of generality. Although Von Karman's hypo-
thesis is more general than the others, and Prandtl's hypothesis is 
applicable for steady uniform flow (Pai, 1957, Schlichting, l~q0). 
With any of the preceding hypotheses equation 8 cannot be 
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integrated to ob tain the velocity distributicn without further sim~ 
plification. Hence, the assumption is TI1.2de that the l aminar friction 
is negligible compared with the Reynolds stress (Schlichting, 1960, 
p. 477, 514). This assump tion has been shown t o be valid except in 
the region close to the boundary by the experiments of Reichardt 
and Laufer (Schlichting, 1960, p. 466). 
With this assumption, equation 8 becomes 
'Y DS ( 1 - y /D) = - p u 'v' (13) 
Prandtl, in order t o integrate equation 13, assumed further 
that 1 = ky and that the shearing stress was constant throughout 
the flow at its value at the wall. With these simplifications, he 
obtained for the velocity distribution 
u = ln y + C (14) 
Assuming a linear relation , Von Karman .was able to int~grate 
equation 13 to obtain a velocity defect equation which was also 
logarithmic. 
The universal constant k in Prandtl's equation and in Von 
Karman's equation are identical (Schlichting, 1960, p. 490). In 
rigid boundaries k is a "universal constant" with a value of 
about 0.40. In alluvial channels k is not constant but is a 
function of the flow, sediment transport, and the bed configuration . 
The variation of k for alluvial channels will be discussed later. 
Velocity Distribution Equation 
Until the relation of u 'w' with the flow, fluid and channel 
characteristics is available from exper~mental data, any assumption 
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or theory concerning the relation will have its limitations. With 
the present state of knowledge, the validity of any assumption de-
pends on it reproducing the observed logarithmic velocity distribu-
tion. 
Assume that 
u'v' = ( i ;)2 (1 - y/D) 
In terms of mixing length theory this assumes that 
I 
2 
12 = (1'.) 
A 
(1 - y /D) 
That is, the mixing length has a non-sym..'lletric.al distribution, is 
0 at the boundary and at the water surface, and has its maximum 
value in the upper half of the flow. This assump tion regarding 
u'v' is as valid as any other as long as the functional relation 
for p •u'v' is unknown and the resulting equation describes the 
velocity distribution. 
With this assumption equation 13 becomes 
T 2 2 
_Q ( 1 - y /D) = ( J:'. ) ( 1 - y /D) (du ) 
P A ~ 
or 
du =ff A dy y (15) 
and 
u = AU* ln y + C (16) 
If y = ~B when u = 0 then 




where A and B are constants to be evaluated from experimental 
data. For rigid boundary hydraulics A is 1/k. 
Resistance to Flow Equation 
An equation for resistance to flow in terms of the dimension-
less Chezy coeffic ient of discharge can be derived by integrating 
equation 17 over the flow depth. That is 
(18) 
Substituting the value of u from equation 17 into equation 
18 and integrating 
C 
,Jg 
= A ln D/i; + (B - A) (19) 
Experimental evidence has shown that (B - A) in equation 19 
is a function of the geometry of the cross section (Sayre and Al-
bertson, 1963) and that for three-dimensional flows U* = ~ 
where R = the hydraulic radius. Some investigators also substitute 
R for the depth in the relative roughness tenn D/i;. Another 
variation of equation 19 is to combine the (B - A) term (Sayre 
and Albertson, 1963) to obtain 
C 
._Jg 
A ln D/x (20) 
Dimensional Analysis 
Dimensional analysis of the variables which affect the bed 
formJvelocity distribution and resistance to flow may contribute to 
an understanding of the problem and sys cematize the analysis. The 
variables involved with resistance to flow in an alluvial channel 
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are listed in equation 2. Thi s list can ~e further simplified by 
eliminating. the shape factors for the reach and cross section and 
the seepage force as they are constant for the 8 ft flume data. Also 
the. gradation of the bed material is eliminated because the data are 
not suitable to delineate its effect. With these simplifications 
equation 2 becomes 
q = 
"' 
[ Y, D, S, d, w, g, p] (21) 
where q may be either the velocity at a point or the mean velocity 
and d is some significant size of the bed material not netessarily 
the d 
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The variable y must be included for the velocity distri-
bution but is eliminated for the mean velocity. 
From 21 using the ~ theorem 




U')I"' D (22) 
There are many dimensionless combinations of variables which 
Gould be obtained by rearranging equation 22. For example 
D 
ct' \!.1., u (23) 
However, rearranging equation 22 without insight and study of the data 
would be a sterile exercise. 
If bed form is substituted into equation 21 for one of the varia-
bles , say the fall velocity, then equation 22 becomes 
[s, D bed form, <l' (24) 
Again there are many possible variations of equation 24. It is pro-
posed in the next s~ctions to analyze the velocity profiles and re-
sistance to flow by groupin~ the data for the different bed forms. 
This wi ll be done even though the bed forms are a function of the 
fluid, flow, and bed material characteristics. Studying only the data 
for a given bed form will simplify the analysis considerably. 
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Finally, it may be necessary to include the viscosity in the 
list of variables in addition to the fall velocity. This may be 
true if the flow is not fully devel oped rough turbulent flow, or 
the fall velocity in quiescent fluid may not account for all the 
viscous effects of the interaction between a turbulent fluid and 
the sediment. In this case the Reynolds number in one of its various 
forms VD /v , or U*D/v should be included in equations 22, 23, or 
24 or variation thereof. The general dimens i onless equation, varia-
tions of which will be studied in the analys i s of data, becomes 
[ bed £ rm, S, 
Summary 
( 25) 
The velocity distribution for steady , uniform, two-dimensional 
open- channel flow was derived by integrating Reynolds equation for 
turbulent flow. The assumptions, in addition to those of the pre-
ceeding sentence , were: (1) constant fluid properties, (2) viscous stresses 
are very small in comparison to the Reyno lds stress, (3) the angle the 
flow makes with the hor i zontal a is small so that sin a= tan a, 
and (4) the Reynolds stress varies as 
p u'v' 
a p ( f r ( l - y /D) ( ~~) 2 
The derived velocity distr i bution equation is 
= A ln y /if, + B (17) 
The Chezy discharge coefficients for steady uniform flow derived 




A ln D/s + (B - A) ( 19) 
or 
C Jg = A ln D/x + (B - A) 
The term s will be used to denote grain roughness only and X de-
notes the combination of grain and form ro·Jghness. 
The evaluation of the constants in equation 17 and 19 will be 
accomplished by studying the data for each of the bed forms (plane 
bed, ripples, dunes, antidunes). The dimeJsionless equation 25 will 
be used as a guide i n the analysis. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In this section the velocity districution data will be analyzed 
in order to determine the constants in equation 17 developed in the 
preced ing section. The equations for the velocity distribution and 
the measured variables t hat describe the flow, fluid and bed material 
characteristics will t he be used to determine resistance to flow 
equations. The eq ations will be developed by studying the flow 
conditions and measured data for the different bed configurations. 
Velocity Distribution 
The distribution of horizontal components of velocity in the 
vertical for flow over a sand channel is as variable as the bed form. 
With dunes and antidunes, the velocity dLstribution is constantly 
changing in time and space. This variation is so large that a 
statistical study of the averages and variance of the velocity at a 
point would be needed to define the distribution. With plane bed or 
a ripple bed the distribution is constant with time and space over 
most of the depth; and, as with flow over a rigid boundary, the dis-
tribution is a logarithmic function of depth. However, for a plane 
bed, the velocity distribution is different when the bed is moving 
than when it is static. Also, for both ripples and plane bed Von 
Karman's constant k ' is not a universal constant as it appears to 
be for the rigid boundary case. 
Typical velocity distributions for the ripple, dune and plane 
bed with sediment movement are given in figure 6. The velocity dis-
tributions are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
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Plane Bed 
The point velocities were plotted vs log y to evaluate the 
constants in equation 17 for the plane bed r uns with sediment move-
ment 
= A l n y/s + B (17) 
From these plots the slope ¾ and intercept B* were determined for 
the equation 
u = A l n y + B 
* * 
(26 ) 
Equating coefficients for the two equations describing the u vs 
ln y relation 




A ln s (28) 
and B*/U* can be determined by plotting A* 
vs U* and B* vs U* and determining the equation of the line, 
figures 7 and 8. 
The value of A from f i gure 7 is 3.2 and is equivalent to a 
k value of 0.31. This value of A is considerably larger than the 
value of A of 2.5 ( k equal to 0. 4) for flow over a rigid boundary. 
There is con s iderable scatter of the points around the line A = 3.2 
in figure 7. However, a careful study of the data for each of the 
plane bed runs showed that the scatter was random. The value of A 
did not have a systematic variation with depth, energy gradient , 
size of bed material or bed material concentration. 
As noted earlier Vanoni (1946), Einstein and Chien (1954), 
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Ismail (1952), Vanoni and Brooks (1957), and Elata and Ippen (1961) 
also found that A was larger for flow over a moving sand boundary. 
They attributed the increase in A to the effect of the moving layer 
on the turbulence of the flow, and proved that size, concentration, 
and density of the bed material transpor t affect A. The magnitude 
of the increase in A for this data is similar to that noted by the 
above investigators. However, contrary t o the conclusions of Vanoni, 
Ismail, Einstein and Chein and others A for these data was a con-
stant. 
That the value of A for these data was a constant, in con-
trast to the conclusions of other investigators, may result from: 
1. Some of Vanoni's and Ismail's velocity observations, as 
Laursen and Pin-Nam Lin (1952) pointed out, were for bed configura-
tions other than plane bed. Nordin (1963) showed that variations · in 
the bed configuration can change A considerably. 
2. The shallow depths . investigated by the other experimenters 
may have resulted in t he entire velocity profile being measured in 
a layer of ex tremely large sediment concentration. As Einstein and 
Chien (1957) have indicated and as will be shown later (fig. 10) 
the slope of the velocity profile in this layer is ex tremely variable. 
Also, the slope in this layer changes with sand size, concentration 
and shear stress. 
3. With experiments conducted under equilibrium plane-bed flow 
conditions, the concentra tion of bed-material transport depends on 
the magnitude of the shear velocity. Also, the occurrence of a 
plane bed depends on t he magnitude of the shear velocity. Similarly, 
A depends on the shear velocity and the slope of the u vs ln y 
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relation. If the increase in shear velocity, t hat causes an increase 
in sediment transport, causes a corresponding increase in the slope 
of u vs ln y relation, or if the change in U* for a plane bed 
when the size of the bed material changes resul t s in a corresponding 
change in the slope of the u vs ln y relation, then A would be 
constant. 
To deter mine B and g in equation 19, some assumptions re-
garding either one or both of them must be made in addition to 
determining t he value of B*/U,.. 
7, 
is a function 
of the bed material size. When B was assumed to equal A, it was 
found that equaled the 
10. 
The assumption that B 
A = 3.2 and g = d was 
85 
figure 9. Despite the wi de 
lation A is equal to 3.2 
fore, the assumption that 
d 
85 
value of the bed material, Table 
equals A, and the indications that 
checked by plotting u/U _,_ vs log y/g' ,,, 
band of the data the slope of the re-
and the intercept B equals 3.2. There-
B equals A is valid and the value of 
A as found f rom figure 7 is verified. Other assumptions regarding 
B or g may be equally valid but any change in the assumed value 
for B will alter the value of g. Other assumptions regarding B 
and g were tested but the assumption that B = A was the only one 




bed material size and with this assumption B was a 
In figure 9 and 10a there is a very defini ce change in the slope 
A of the velocity distribution curves in the v i cinity of the bed. 
The value of A is as large as 11.7 which repr esents a k value 
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of O. 085 in the region close to the boundary . The magni tude of the. 
increase in A in figures 9 and 10a appears to be a func tion of the 
sand s ize. For the 0.19 mm sand there is not a discernable change 
in A; with the 0.27 and 0. 28 mm sand there i s a slight change; and 
with the 0.45, 0 . 47 and 0.93 mm sand the r e is a large change. In 
addition to the change in A there is a large variation of A in 
this zone close to the boundary. Thi s zo.ne close t o the boundary 
where there is a large variation in the slope of the velocity pro-
file is called the inner zone. The zone away from the boundary when 
A i s constan t is called the outer zone. 
The value of A varied from 2.5 to 11. 7 or k from 0,4 t o 
0.085 for the two coarser sands in the inner zone . In the outer 
zone A was a constant equal t o 3.2. 
The variation of A with sand size anpears contrary to the 
findings of Vanoni and Brooks ( 195 7, p. 92), where t hey had l arger 
values of A with the finer bed material. However, the change and 
variation of A in this inner zone is a f unction of concentration 
of the bed material i n add i tion t o the size . Wi th the finer sands 
in the 8 ft flume the c onc entr ation of bed material is much lower 
than the concentration of the coarse bed material. The bed-material 
concentration in the inner zone for the 0.19 mm sand ranged from 
900 to 1,600 ppm; whereas, f or the 0.93 mm sand it ranged from 
4,500 to 8,000 ppm. The r easons for the lower c oncentrations in 
this inner zone with fine sands as the bed materia l are the lower 
shear stresses required fo r the occurrence of a plane bed and the 
formation of antidunes f or fine sands. The value of the shear 
stress for the plane bed in the 0.19 mm s and ranged from 0 . 055 to 
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to 0.07 lbs per ft vs 0.27 to 0.31 lbs per ft for the 0.93 mm sand. 
Breaking antidunes formed in the 0.19 nnn sand a~ shear stresses of 
0.08 lbs per ft but did not form in the 0.93 mm sarid at the maximum 
shear stress attainable in the 8 ft f lume (0.31 lbs per ft). 
The reasons for the change and varietion of A in the inner 
zone are twofold. 
1. There is an effect of the size, concentration and densi ty 
of the sediment particles on the turbuleLce of the flow. This 
effect has been well documented by Vanoni (1946) , Ismail (1952), 
Vanoni and Brooks (1957) and Elata and Ippen (1961). The lack of 
measurements of the turbulent characteristics of the flow has pre-
vented the exact determination of the mechanism of the eff~ct. 
2. There is an inner granular shearing stress resulting fr om 
the interaction of the sediment grains (Bagnold, 1954). This i nner 
granular stress reduces the fluid shearin.g. stress in the inner zone. 
The size of the inner zone is also a function of the bed 
material size. A study of the velocity profiles indicated that t he 
inner ·zone was about 0.1 ft in depth f or the 0 .93 mm sand, 0.07 for 
the 0.~5 and 0.47 mm sand, and 0.04 for the 0.27 and 0.28 mm sand. 
The inner zone represents only 10 to 20 percent of the total 
depth of flow in the 8 ft flume. In the outer zone, which represents 
80 to 90 percent of the f low depth, the slope A was a constant, 
although, a d ifferent constant than for t he plane bed with little 
movement. This large outer zone for the studies with large depth i n 
contrast to the small outer zone in studies with shallow depths 
accounts for the fact t hat A is a constant in figure 7. 
The difference in the velocity distribction f or the plane 
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bed with little or no sediment transp or t and the plane bed with 
large sediment transport is illustrated i n figure 10. For the 
plane bed with small sediment transport, A= 2.55, B = 8.0, 
k = 0 . 39, whereas, for the plane bed with large sediment transport, 
A= 3 .2 , B = 3 .2, k = 0.31. The larger scatter of the velocity 
profile data for the large sediment transpnrt case in comparison 
to the small scatter for the little or no transport case is 
typical and results fr om the difficulty in measuring the velocity 
when there are large concentrations of bed material suspended in 
the flow. The concentrati on of bed material discharge for the 
small sediment transport ranged from O ppm to 26 ppm in comparison 
to 900 ppm to 10 , 000 ppm for the large. The small transport rates 
have no effect on A and B and the values are comparable to 
those for rigid boundaries. 
Ripples 
As for the plane bed the velocity distribution for the ripple 
bed configuration followed the logarithmic law. To determine A, 
B and X in equation 17 al l point velocities were plotted versus 
the l og y. From these plots the s-lope A 
* 
and intercept B 
* 
in 
equation 26 were determined. As for the plane bed study, the A* 
values were plotted against the appropriate U* value, 
figures 11 and 12. The val11es of A and B from figures 11 and 
12 are 
0 . 13 
A = 3.33 - 7J (29) 
* 
B = 14.3 + (3.33 0.13 ) ln X (30) 
u* 
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Figures 11 and 12 and e quations 29 and 30 indicate that k and the 
roughness vary with the shear velocity. The reason for this de-
pendency resu l ts from the fact that the height, ~ength and spacing 
of the ripples depends on the interaction of the fluid and the bed 
material. The turbulen e of the flow that determines A is a 
function of the form of the boundary. But the form of the roughness 
and X are dependent on the fluid turbulence. This interaction be-
tween the turbulence and the roughness depends on the shear stress. 
Thus, A and the roughness are dependent on the shear velocity a 
flow parameter. 
The scatter in figures 11 and 12 is no.t exceptionaliy ·· 1arge 
for sediment data . One cause of the scatter for the ripple velocity 
data is that the velocity profiles were not measured from a common 
base. That is, in any 6iven profile the distance y above the bed 
may have been from the ripple crest and in another profile from the 
ripple trough. The slope and intercept of the velocity profile are 
significantly changed wje the measurement base is changed. 
A significant aspect of figure 11 (also of figure 7) is the 
fact that the slope of a line from the origin to a data point re-
presents A and conse quent ly 1/k for that run. The variation 
in A for the ripple runs was from 0.96 to 3.16 or k from 0.29 
to 1.04. This variation in k is the result of the bed roughness 
and not the effect of the suspended sediment. There is little or 
no suspended sediment with the ripple runs. Note the clear water 
for ripples in figure 3a. 
The variation in A* and B* were studied extensively to 
determine if a dependency on depth, slope or bed material concen-
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tration and size existed. There was no apparent systematic varia-
tion with any of these variables " 
Equation 30 contains two unknowns .so some method is needed to 
determine X independently of the vel ocity profiles in order to 
establish B. One method of e stablishing X is figure 13 where 
C/ VS is plotted against log D. The best fit line through the 
data is 
10. 7 l og D/x (31) 
In this e quation X equals 0.06 and A :.s a co:1.stant e qua l to 
4.64. This result is in conflict with the values determined from a 
study of the velocity profiles. Other methods cJuld be used to 
determine values of B or X with the. same res·.11 t of A being a 
constant. B could be assumed equal to zero fro~ which 
ln X 14.3 
(3.33 -0.13/Ui) 
and 
(3 .33 - 0.13) 1 11 3 n y + '+. 
u* 
(32) 
However, for the integrated velocity distribution equation for the 
determination of the resistance to flow, it was not necessary to 
assume a value for B or X as will be shown later. 
Dunes 
The velocity distribution for dunes is c onstantly changing in 
time and space as the bed configuration changes in time and space. 
The ~ariation of the velocity profile witi space is illustrated in 
figure 14 . The data for this figure was obtained by measuring the 
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velocity profiles in the downstream direction over the crest and 
troughs of two dunes. Note that when the flow is accelerating ove r 
the back of a dune the u vs log y curve is almost vertical. 
Also note, t he erratic nature of the curve over the dune troughs. 
In addition to the space variation of the velocity, there is a 
time variation at each vertical. With this variation in time and 
space, a large number of velocity profiles would have to be analyzed 
to obtain an average profile. These data are ~ot available. How-
ever Sayre and Albertson (1963) showed, with the analysis of baf fl e 
roughness, t hat the average u vs log y curve was logarithmic. 
Presumably the same would be true for the dune ~ed. 
Antidunes 
The velocity profiles for antidunes also vary with time and 
space. At one time and particular posit i on in space the profile 
would be similar to the plane bed with sediment movement. At anothe r 
I 
time or position space, when the antidune i s breaking , the velocity 
profile would represent t he slow downstream movement of anr extreme-
ly turbulent fluid. Antidunes represent a completely unsteady, non-
uniform flow condition from which it is not expected that even an 
average velocity distribution would have meaning. 
Summary 
The velocity distribution for plane bed with and without 
appreciable sediment transport and for the ripple bed can, with a 
suitable choice of coefficients be represented by equation 17 
= A ln y/s + B ( 17) 
For plane bed without appreciable sediment transport 
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A = 2.55 
g = d 
85 
B = 8.0 
For paane bed with appreciable sediment transport 
A = 3.2 
g = d 
85 
B = 3.2 
For rip~les 
A = 3.33 0.13/U 
* 
B = 14.3 + (3.33 - 0.13/U*) ln X 
g = X 
Values could be assumed for B and then determine x or f or 
X and then determine B. However, as will be shown in the nex t 
section both B and x are eliminated from the integrated velocity 
equation. 
The velocity profiles for dunes and antidunes vary with time 
and space. It is assumed that an average velocity distribution c an 
be defined for flow over dunes and that it would be logarithmic. 
For antidunes, because they represent the ex treme unsteady nonuni-
form case, it is doubtful that even a statistical velocity distribu-
tion would be of value. 
The difference between the velocity distribution for ripp les 
and dunes is another proof that there is a fundamental difference 
between the two bed configurations. 
Resistance Coefficient 
Resistance to flow in sand channels is the result of grain 
roughness, form roughness, acceleration and deceleration of the f low, 
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and br~aking waves. Only the first two types may occur in steady 
uniform flow. Accelerating and decelerating flow is always non-
uniform and often unsteady, and breaking waves are always nonuniform 
and unst~ady. 
Flow over a plane bed has a grain ro-.1ghness type of resistance 
to flow. Also, antidunes have grain roughness but in addition they 
have the unsteady nonuniform effects of acceleration and deceleration 
of the flow, and breaking waves. Flow over ripples has predominant ly 
form roughness type of resistance to flow. There may be some grain 
roughness effects but these experiments a~d those of Knoroz (1959) 
indicate that grain roughness is small . Flow over dunes has both 
form roughness and grain roughness types of resistance to flow. In 
addition flow over roughne ss elements of the magni t ude of dunes, may 
not be steady and uniform. That is, the size of the dunes with re-
spect to the size of the system (depth and width) may be so large 
that there is appreciable acceleration and deceleration of the flow. 
In this case the dunes represent changes in cross section rather 
than surface irregularitie s. Flow over dunes is unsteady, even when 
the discharge is steady, because the moving boundary is causing a 
change in the velocity at a point with time. This unsteadiness is 
small and of no consequence for the mean ~esistance but is a factor 
in studying the velocity distribution. The problem of nonuniformity 
and unsteadiness of the flow with dunes and antidunes is further 
augmented by the fact that with an increase in depth the flow bec omes 
more steady and uniform. Thus, the unifo~mity and steadiness oft e 
flow is a function of the depth . 
In addition to the problems of nonuniform and unsteady flow, 
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the spacing, amplitude, and shape of the roughness elements of the 
cross section of the channel varies with the fluid, flow and bed 
material characteristics. Also, with three-dimensional flow, there 
may be multiple roughness such as dunes on part of the cross section 
or length of the reach and ripples, plane bed or antidunes on 
another part of the bed or any combination of these bed configura-
tions. 
In addition to multiple roughness, for flow in the transition 
between the upper and lower flow regime s , the bed flow may oscillate 
between dune s and p l ane bed or antidunes . Or if this oscillation 
doesn't occur, whether the bed configurati-:m is dunes or plane or 
antidunes will depend on the preceding flo~ conditions and the rate 
of change of the flow with time . 
With all t he problems associated with flow in sand channels 
(the preceding two paragraphs do not exhau3t the possibilities, for 
instance the sediment being transported by the flow affects the 
fluid and turbulence characteristics) it i3 difficult and possib ly 
impossible to write a general functional relationship to describe 
resistance to flow in sand channels. Also, it probab ly will be 
impossible to determine a resistance to flow equation that will 
determine the velocity within 10 percent under controlled laboratory 
conditions or 20 to 30 percent for natural channels. Nevertheless, 
the engineer is faced with the problem of determining the slope and 
cross section of a conveyance channel to carry a known quantity of 
water in a sandy material . Or, for natural strea~s the engineer 
must determine the quantity of water when only the slope, bed 
material and cross section are known. The measurement of the slope 
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cross section, and bed material are all subject to error in the 
natural stream, and, for the conveyance channel , they are subject 
to change with time as the flow alters the designed channel. 
In both the desi.gn of conveyance channels and the determination 
of the flow in a natural stream there will be s ome knowledge of 
what the bed configuration should be or was for a given rate of 
flow. For a conveyance channel, other con s iderations such as 
amount of sediment transport, bank stability, etc., will dictate 
whether ripples, dunes, plane bed or antidunes should be the bed 
configuration. If the resistance to flew for the desired bed con-
figurations is known, t hen the channel can be designed, the stream 
power T U computed and figure 5 can be used to verify that the 
0 
desired bed configuration will occur. For the natural channel it 
is often possible from a study of the gage-height trace, stage-
discharge relation, or visual observation of the flow to determine 
the bed configuration. If the bed configuration cannot be deter-
mined it can be assumed and if the resistance to flow is known for 
that bed configuration the velocity can be computed and figure 5 
used to check the validity of the assumed bed configuration. 
In this section equations and methods are developed for 
estimating the resistance to flow. The methods are based on u s ing 
bed configuration as one of the independent va=iables. As explained 
in the preceding paragraph, this information is attainable. The 
method for estimating resistance to flow for the plane bed is to 
determine the coefficients in equation 19 which was developed from 
the Reynolds equation. Two methods of estimating re s istance to 
flow for the ripple and dune-bed configurations are developed . One 
so 
method depends on defining the coefficients in equation 19. The other 
method, which is also used for antidunes, is to determine a correction 
term to be applied to the plane bed equation to compensate for the 
increase in resistance to fl ow caused by form roughness, flow accelera-
tion and deceleration, and wave breaking. (Hereafter, all of the se 
effects will be referred to as form roughness effec ts) . The correc-
tion term and relations for determining it would be different for the 
three types of bed configuration. 
There is some concern about using equations developed assuming 
steady uniform flow, for unsteady nonuniform flow. Also, there are 
complications caused by multiple roughness and the transition. How-
ever, if space and time averages are used it is possible to determine 
a gross resistance equation for unsteady nonuniform flow. There 
will be an error in the results and the equations must be us ed with 
care. Also, additional unsteadiness or nonuniformity of the flow 
which does not arise from the interaction of the fluid and bed 
material, may have adverse affects on the flow. Additional unsteadi-
ness or nonuniformity may result from changes in discharge with time 
or from a bend in the channel. 
Correction for Form Rou ghness Effects 
The working hypothesis for the development of a correction term 
to correct the plane-bed equation for the increase in energy dissipa-
tion resulting from form roughness is: Tte increase in resistance 
to flow as a result of form roughness causes an increase in the pro-
duct of the hydraulic radius and slope without changing the velocity. 
That i s 




the product of the measured slope and hydraulic 
radius of the f low. 
(RS)' = the product of the hydraulic radius and slope for a 
plane bed with grain roughness with the same 
velocity as the flow with form roughness. 
b.RS = the increase in RS resulting from the form roughness. 
The equation for determining (RS)' is 
or 
C u 
,Jg = -Vg (RS) ' 7.4 log D/d 85 
(RS)' = 1 
g 
u 2 
( 7.4 log D/d
85
) 




7.4 l og D/d 
85 





C is the correction term for the form roughness effects. The 
* 
functional equation for the study of b.RS and C is 
* 





The variation of C* with the shear stress, bed configuration 
and depth is illustraged in figures 15, lE, 17 and 18. These 
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figures show the difficulty, if not the impossibility , of wri~ing 
a general equation for t he resistance to flow in sand channels. In 
addition to the large differences in resistance to flow between the 
bed forms; there is the variation in bed configurations in the 
transition from the lower to the upper flow regi::ne. In the transi-
tion for the same value of shear, the bed form may be dunes, wash-
ed-out-dunes, plane or antidune. Consequently r~sistance to flow 
and thus C* has a large variation. The range in shear stress for 
the transition is larger in finer bed material. With the 0.93 mm 
sand, the range in shear stre ss f or the transition is small. This 
indicates that coarse bed material will not have as much variability 
in roughness as the f i ne bed materia l . 
It was the transition between the upper and lower flow regime 
that Brooks (1958) was describing when he concluded that there is 
no functional relation between shear stress and ~esistance to flow. 
However, figures 15 through 18 show that if the bed form, size 
of bed material and the shear stress on the bed are known, resis-
tance to flow can be determined. That is, if the bed form is 
known then it sho~ld be possible to write a general equation for 
the resistance to flow applicable to that bed form and sand size. 
In the following sections the resistance to flow is analyzed 
for the different bed forms. 
Plane Bed 
The general equation for steady unifcrm flov developed from 
the Reynolds equation was 
C 
-yi = A ln D/s + (B - A) ( 19) 
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From the velocity distribution study of t he plane bed with 
sediment movement it was determined that 
With 
A = 3.2 
B = 3.2 
s = d 
85 
these values equation 19 becomes 
C 
~= 
3.2 ln D/d 
85 
= 7.4 log D/d 
85 
The validity of equation 38 is illustrated in figure 19 where 
(38) 
cj-Jg is plotted as a function of log D/d 
85 
for the plane bed. 
-
The value of A and s as determined from the velocity profile 
data are equally valid for the resi s tance to flow equation. The 
linear relat i on C/ v8 and D/d in fi gure 19 shows that flow 
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over a plane bed with sed iment transport i s fully developed rough 
turbulent flow. 
Equation 38, which was developed from a study of the veloc i ty 
distribution and confirmed by the average flow conditions , define s 
the resistance coefficien t for the plane bed with sediment trans -
port in sand channels. However, the value of B for the 8 ft 
flume data may not hold f or other flumes, strea~s, or channels be-
cause B is a function of the cross section. For other cross 
sections the value of B would have to be determined . 
The values of A and B and s for plane bed with little or 
no sediment movement were 
A = 2.56 










2.56 ln D/d + 5.44 
85 
-,jg = 5.9 log D/d85 + 5.44 
(39) 
(40) 
Flow over a ripple bed may be consicered s~eady and uniform. 
The roughness elements do not cause an appreciable acceleration and 
deceleration of the flow and may be considered as surface irregulari-
ties and not as changes in cross section. Although the irregulari-
ties on the bed change with time this change is so slow that it does 
not represent unsteady flow. 
The values of A and B in equation 19 were defined from a 
study of the velocity profiles as 
A = (3.33 -0.13 / U*) ( 29) 
and 
B = 14. 3 + A ln X (30) 
Substituting these values in equation 19 the resistance coefficient 
for flow over ripples is 
J- (3.33 - 0.13/U) [1n D - ~ + 14 . 3 (41 
The elimination of x from equation 41 was not unexpected. The 
characteristics of ripple s are functions of the flow but independent 
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of the size of t he bed material. Because X is a function of the 
ripple ch.ar.ac teris tics, it was pos s ible to eliminate it from equa-
tion 19 if a flow variable (in this case U*) wa s substituted for it. 
The accuracy of equation 41 for computing the average velocity i s 
indicated in figure 20. 
Anothe r method of determining the coefficients in equation 19 
is to plot C/ -J""g vs the log D, fi gure 13. From this figure the 
value of X is 0.06 ft and A = 4.64. That i i: equation 19 become s 
C 
-,jg 10.7 log D/0.06 ( 42) 
In this case a constant value of k and X r e sults instead of a 
flow variable U* as in equation 41. However, if a relation f or 
k and X i n terms of a flow variable was detec rmined then they 
could be eliminated from the equation. The accuracy of equation 
42 for computing the average velocity is indicated in figure 21. 
A third method of determining the resistaLce coefficient is 
to correct for the effect of form roughness using ~RS. To 
determine a relation for predicting ti.RS, the value of ~RS fo r 
ripple runs was computed using equation 33 and 35. The value s of 
~RS so determined were studied using equation ~7. This s tudy 
showed that ~RS was independent of the bed-ma terial size and was 
related to RS, fi gure 22. Therefore using fi g~re 22 and equat i on 
36, the value of C/ fi. can be determined. 
,.ti,= 7 .4 log D/d
85 
-v 1 ~RS/RS ( 36 ) 
The accuracy of this method for computing the average velocity is 
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indicated in figure 23. 
Although three methods of determining the resistance coefficient 
are presented, the first method, based on the velocity distribution 
is considered best. The first method is better than the second in 
that it is based on a variable k and X both of which are known 
to vary with the flow. It is better than the third in that the 
third method is based on a rather arbitrary assumption that the form 
roughness effects can be considered only to affect the produce of 
RS and not the velocity. 
Dunes 
If the flow over a dune bed configuration is considered steacy 
and uniform, that is, if dunes are considered roughness elements not 
changes in cross sections, then equation 19 can be used to deter-
mine resistance to flow, Unfortunately because of unsufficient 
data, the coefficients A, B and X in equatiJn 19 cannot be 
determined from a study of the velocity distribution. Neither did 
a study of the C/ -Jg as a function of log J indicate what the 
values of the coefficients in equation 19 should be. The reason 
is that the coefficients are such a complex f unction of the flow and 
bed material that it is impossible to sort the ·1alues of the three 
variables in such a simple plot. 
With no direct measurement of the values of A, B and X 
from the measured data, values of A and B were arbitrarily 
selected and X computed. Then X was studied as a functi on of 
the flow and bed materia l . The values f or A and B were taken 
from Keulegan's (1938) paper. The equation is 
C 
.Jg = 5. 75 log R/ X + 6.25 (43) 
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The relation between C/ -Jg a~ R~ is given in figure 
24; where C/ -Jg is p lotted vs the Reynolds number with R/x 
as a third variable. This format was used to illustrate that the 
flow is hydraulically rough. As expected there is a very good re-
lation between C/ ,Jg and R/x for all 4 sands and the field 
data. However, the relation in figure 24 will ~ot serve to deter-
mine resistance to flow unless X is known. 
The value of X depends on the geometry of the roughness ele-
ments. That is, X may be determined from measurements of the 
height, length, shape, spacing and pattern of the roughness element s . 
In functional form the equation is 
X = ~ (H, L, d, ~. n) (44) 
where 
H = height of the dunes 
L = length of the dune 
d = some representative size of the bed material 
as a grain roughness 
~ = spacing parameter 
n shape parameter of the roughness elements 
From rigid boundary studies (Keulegan 1930, Powel, 1946, Sayre and 
Albertson, 1963, and many others) it has been demonstrated that by 
measuring the characteristics of the roughness elements X can be 
determined. Knowing X the resistance to flow can be determined 
from equation 43. This is also true for sand ctannels when the 
characteristics of the dunes can be measured. Although, the lack 
of precision in determining the geometry of the dunes induces con-
siderable error. Also, because dune geometry changes with a 
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change in flow it is difficult to measure dune teight, length, 
spacing and shape. However, because dune geometry is a function 
of the flow, fluid and bed material characteristics, it should not 
be necessary to measure the characteristics of the dunes. The value 
of X should be related to the characteristics of the bed material, 
flow and fluid as well as the dune characteristics. 
That is 
X = r/; [ s, R, d, w, g, p] (45) 
from which 
• [u; , s] .x R = --a- ' R (46) 
The relation of Rix to the parameter in equation 46 was studied 
extensive ly. It was found that R/ x was a function of U* /w 
and R/d or of S and R/d but that nei .ther considering S in 
the first relation or U /w 
* 
in the second improved either rela-
tion. Also there was a different relation for each sand size. 
The reason for this is that the length, h2ight and spacing of the 
dunes has a different relation with shear stress for each sand size. 
With TO increasing the L/H ratio decreased for the 0.93 mm 
sand; decreased and then increased for th2 0.45 and 0.47 mm sands; 
and had no systematic variation for the 0.19 , 0.27 and 0 .28 mm 
sands. There was considerable scatter of the 1/H values for the 
0.19 sand. Also for the 0.19 mm sand there is a very narrow range 
of shear stress within which dunes form, see figure 15. 
The relation between R/x and R is given in 
figure 25. Because there is a separate relation for each sand size, 
values of R are equivalent to R/d. Th2refore, R is used for 
convenience as the third variable in figure 25. There is a good 
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relation be tween the three parameters for the 0.93, .45, and .47 
mm sand. Neither depth nor slope will explain the scatter for the 
0.27 and .28 mm sand, and there is a fair relation with depth for 
the 0.19 mm sand. The velocity computed using equation 46 and 
figure 25 is compared with the measured velocity in fi gure 26. 
The velocities for flow over dunes for the Elk.horn River and Rio 
Grande are predicted fairly well by the relation but not the velo-
cities for the Mississippi River. This indicates that there is a 
depth effect that needs study under controlled conditions. 
Another method of determining the resistance to f low for dunes 
is to correct the plane bed equation for the effects of the form 
roughness, using e quation 36 
C 
~= 7.4 log D/d , /1 - ~RS/RS 
85 V 
(36) 
It was anticipated that ~S would be a function of RS and the 
size of the bed material for a specified bed conf iguration. 
Figure 27 indicates that this is true . However, for the bed 
material with d 50 finer than 0.5 mm the relation between ~RS 
and RS was not a function of the bed material. The relation for 
the 0.93 mm sand is to the right of the relation for sands finer 
than 0.5 mm. Thus, for the same RS value the resistance to f low 
is less for the coarser sand. 
The relation between ~S and RS developed from the flume 
data is valid for rivers when the size of the bed materials are 
the same. On figure 27 ~RS vs RS for flow over dunes is 
plotted for the Elkhorn River near Waterloo, Nebraska and ~he Rio 
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Grande near Bernalillo, New Mexico. 
The ARS vs RS relation developed from the flume data is 
valid within limits for the large depths of the Mississippi River, 
figure 28. The mean depth of the Mississippi at St . Louis ranges 
from 15 to 50 ft (Jordan, 1965). As observed in figure 28 the re-
lation between ARS and RS is not linear above RS = 0.20. The 
change in the relation results from the fact that for the larger RS 
values the dunes are decreasing in height as the depth increases 
(Jordan, 1965). This decrease in height decreases resistance to 
flow with a corresponding decrease in ARS . The velocity computed 
using ARS and equation 36 is compared with the measured ve loc ity 
in figure 29. 
The good relation between ARS and RS and the broad range 
of conditions for which it is applicable makes the second method 
of determining resistance to flow the better of the two. This is 
true in spite of the arbitrariness in the hypothesis that a ll the 
form effects are incorporated in changes in R and S and not in 
U. The first method also involves an arbitrary selection of A 
and B. A future study where sufficient velocity profiles are 
taken to evaluate the coeff icients in equation 19, may lead to a 
better resistance equation. Until this is done the lill.S method or 
some variation of it (Simons and Richardson, 1965, or Einstein, 
1950) where the form effects are evaluated by correcting the depth 
or s l ope gives the best results. 
Antidunes 
Flow with antidunes is unsteady and nonuniform. When the waves 
are not forming or are not breaking the resistance to flow is then 
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the same as for a plane bed. There is an increase in dissipation 
of energy with the formation of the waves and when the waves are 
breaking . This increase in energy dissiptatioc is reflected in an 
increase in resistance to flow. This increase in resistance is 
directly related to the extent of wave formation and wave breaking 
in time and space. Therefore, it is logical to determine the re-
sistance to fl ow for antidune flow by correcting the plane bed re-
sistance equation for the form roughness effects. The e quation is 
C 
~ 
7.4 log D/d 85 C* 
(36) 
The value of C* is a function of sand size, shear stress, 
and depth. The relation is given in figure 15, 16, 17 and 18. 
There is no variation i the value of C* for the 0.93 sand, see 
figure 18. The reason for this is that the discharge capacity and 
slope capabilities of the 8 ft flume were not ade qua te to obtain 
breaking waves. Only the standing wave type of antidunes were ob-
tained with the 0.93 mm sand. Resistance to flow with standing 
waves is only slightly greater than for the plane bed. 
The smallest value of C* was determined by the capacity and 
slope of the flume. The lowest value of C ~as 0 .47 and occurred 
* 
with the 0.19 mm sand. The lowest value for the 0.27 and .28 mm 
sand was .55 and for the 0.45 and .47 mm sand ~as .8. That the 
lowest value of C was a function of the sand size confirms the 
* 
observation that for the same slope and discharge the number of 
breaking waves, the violence of their breaking and the fre quency 
of their occurrence increased as the sand size decreased. In fac t 
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the chute-and-pool type of flow, which is the most violent type of 
unsteady flow observed in sand channels did not occur for the 0.45, 
0.47 and 0.93 mm sands for the max imum slope and discharge obtain-
able in the 8 ft flume. 
The value of C* for a constant shear value was a function of 
depth. C* increased (decrease in resistance to flow) with an in-
crease in depth. This conclusion is based on the flume studies 
which have a limited range in depth. However, field observations, 
where slope is cons tant, have shown that as depth increased antidune 
activity decreased. This decrease in antidune action decreases re-
si s tance to flow. 
The relation between C*, depth and shear stress in figures 15 
through 18 is well defined and the method of correcting the plane 
bed equation for the nonuniform and unsteady flow effects has con-
siderable merit. Unfortunately, the available laboratory and field 





Resistance to flow in sand channels is ext remely variable be-
cause (1) t he form of the boundary (rou ghness elements) is a 
function of the flow, fluid, bed-material characteristics and the 
geometry of the channel, and (2) the two-phase flow of sand and 
water changes the fluid properties and changes the structure of t he 
turbulence and thus the velocity distribution and dissipation of 
energy of the system. 
The bed configurations that are formed in an alluvial channel 
as the result of the interaction between the flu id, flow and sand 
are ripples, dunes, plane bed, antidunes and ctutes-and-pools. 
Thes e bed configura tions and their associated fl ow phenomena can be 
divided into a lower flow regime and upper flow re gime. This division 
is based on the similarities of re sis t ance flow, of mode of sediment 
transport and of mode of energy dissipa t ion. Between the two regimes 
there is a transition where the bed configuration ranges from those 
characteristics of the lower flow regime to those of the upper flow 
regime. In the transition there is no definable relation between 
the flow, fluid and sand variables and the bed confi guration and re-
sistance to flow. However, antecedent conditions may determine the 
form of the bed. 
The regimes of flow, associated bed configurations and range in 
resistance to flow as they occur in the flume with increasing shear 
stress or stream power are: 
Lower flow re gime 
Ripples (7.8 < C/ ,jg < lL.4) 
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Dunes (7 . 0 -:: C/ -Jg < 13 . 2) 
Transition 
Upper flow regime 
Plane bed 
Antidune 
(7 .0 ;: C/ .jg < 20) 
16.3 < C/ v"g < 20) 
Standing waves (15. 1 < C/ ,Jg 
Breaking waves (10.8 < C/ -,Jg 





< 10. 7) 
Flows with some bed configurations a re ne ither steady nor uni-
form under the simplest flow conditions. Equilibrium flow is the 
simplest type of flow that can be studied in a sand channel. With 
equi l ibrium flow the water discharge , t he average energy gradient 
and the average sediment transport are no t vary i ng with time or 
space . Even wi th this restriction the dissipation of energy may be 
from grain roughness, form roughness, accelerat i on and deceleration 
of the flow or breaking waves; or a c ombination of their processes. 
The latter two are the result of nonunifor m or unsteady flow , or 
both. In some instances the form roughness elenents may be so 
large in relation to the scale of the channel that they are not 
roughness elements, bu t are changes in cross section . Equilibr ium 
flow for both the ripple and plane bed is steady and uniform; for 
antidunes the flow is always unsteady and nonuniform; and for dunes 
it may be uniform or nonuniform depending on the scale of the dunes. 
Equilibrium flow with dunes and ripples is unsteady because the 
boundary is changing with time, but this change is relatively slow 
and the unsteadines s usually can be neglected. This variation in 
type of energy di ssipa tion (or put another way, the fact that even 
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the simplest flow may be uniform and/or unsteady) further complica t es 
the problem of resistance to flow in alluvial ch2nnels. 
The variables that determine the bed configuration and resistance 
to flow are the depth of flow; energy gradient; bed-material size, 
gradation, . and fall velocity; and shape of the reach and cross 
section. The effect of the viscosity of the fluid is limited to its 
effect on the fall velocity, fall velocity being a primary variable 
which measures the interaction of the fluid and the bed material. 
With the variation in the form of the roughness elements, the 
large number of variables, the different types of energy dissipation 
under t he simplest flow conditions, and the effect of sand grains 
moving on the bed and in the flow on the fluid properties and on the 
turbulence, it is impossible to write a general function to deter-
mine resistance to flow. However, if the bed form is known, equa-
tions and relations are derived for determining t he resistance to 
flow. 





and the bed form. Except in the neighborhood of 
the change from one bed form ·.to another, this relation diffe-rentiates 
between the various bed forms.·· 
The equations and relations derived for the different bed con-
figurations must be consistent with the type of flow and resistance 
to flow that exists for each of them. That is, the equations and 
relations must be derived with cognizance of whether the flow is 
steady or unsteady ; unifor m or nonuniform, and wiether the dissipa-
tion of energy is the result of grain roughness, form roughness, 
acceleration or deceleration of the flow, or breaking wave; or some 
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combination of them. For t hese reasons two methods are needed to 
determine the resistance t o flow. For steady uniform flow, the 
equations of motion were integrated to determine the velocity di s-
tribution and the resistance coefficient. For unsteady and/or non-
uniform flow, a correction term was developed to be applied to the 
steady uniform flow e quation for a plane bed . T~,is correction term 
takes into account the additional losses resultiJg from the accelera-
tion of flow and the breaking waves . In addition, the correction 
term can be applied for steady uniform fl ow with form roughness . 
The term then compensates for the large addi.tion:il losses result ing 
from the flow separating from the large roughness elements. 
Velocity Distributi on 
To determine the velocity distribution in a sand channel, the 
Reynolds equation for turbulent flow was integrated. The integra-
tion was accomplished by assuming that the flow was steady and uni-
form, that the viscous shear was very much smaller than the Reynolds 
stress and that the Reynolds stress varied as 
p. u'v' = p ( :t. )2 (l _ :t.) ( du )2 
. A D dy 
In terms of mixing length theory, the last assumption is that 
2 
(y/A) (1 - y/D). The resulting equation for the velocity 
distribution is 
A ln y/s + B 




The coe fficients for the plane bed without appreciable sediment 
movement are: 
A = 2.55 ( k = 1/A = 0.39) 
B = 8.0 
s = d 
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These values of A and B compare very we ll with the value s 
of A and B for the ri g id boundary case. The rigid boundary 
values are 2.5 and 8.5 f or A and B. 
The coeff i cients for the plane bed with appreciable sediment 
movement are: 
A = 3.2 (k = 1/A = 0.31) 
B = 3.2 
s = d 
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The value of A greater than 2.5 (its value for flow over a 
rigid boundary) is the result of the effect of the concentration of 
bed material in the flow and density and size of the moving particles 
on the turbulence of the flow. 
A study of the velocity profile for this bed form showed that 
there is an inner and outer zone. In the inner zone the value of 
A was variable, whereas in the outer zone A was constant. The 
value of A equal to 3.2 given above is for the outer zone whic h 
comprises 80 to 100 percent of the flow depth. The size of the i nner 
zone ranged from approximately O ft to about 0.1 ft, and varied with 
the sand size. It was 0.1 for the 0.93 mm sand, 0.7 for the 0 .45 mm 
sand, 0.4 for the 0.27 and 28 mm sand and O for the 0.19 mm sand. 
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This variation in size is attributed to the concentration of sand in 
the inner zone. The higher the concentration , the larger the inner 
zone and the more variable is A. The variation of A in the inner 
zone was from 2.5 to 11.7 (k from 0.4 to 0.085). 
Ripples 
For ripples the velocity distribution equation is 
(3.33 0.13) 
uic 
ln y + 14. 3 
This equation is the average relation for the velocity distribution 
for flow over a ripple bed. 
The value of k varies with U* and ranged from 0.4 to 0.7. 
The k va l ues for the individual runs ranged from 0.29 to 1.04. 
The roughness factor X is eliminated from the velocity equa-
tion because the height, spacing and length of the ripples are a 
function of the flow and independent of the bed material size. 
Dunes and Antidunes 
The variation of the velocity distribution for these two cases 
is so large that the distributions are undefined. 
Resistance to Flow 
Integrated Velocity Distribution Equations 
For the plane bed, ripples and dunes, the velocity distribution 
equation was integrated over the depth to obtain the resistance to 
flow equation of the Chezy type. The resulting equation is 
C/ -Jg A log D/s + (B - A~ 
The constants A, B and s ( X for form roughness) were 
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evaluated from the velocity distribution equation and from the mean 
flow data. 
Plane bed.-- The resistance to flow equation for the plane bed 
with little or no bed material movement is 
c/-{g 5.9 log D/d 
85 
+ 5.44 
The 5.9 and 5.44 values are in good agreement with the rigid bound-
ary values of 5.75 and 6.25. 
The resistance to flow equation for plane bed with appre-
ciable bed material movement is 
C/ vs = 7.4 log D/d85 
This equation which was derived from a study of the velocity profiles 
is in very good agreement with the mean flow data. 
Ripples.-- The resistance to flow equation for ripples is 
c/-fg (7.66 - o. 3o) log D + 0.l3 + 11 
u* u_,  , ,, 
The velocity calculated from this equation is in good agree-
ment with the measured velocity. 
A study of the mean flow data resulted in the following 
equation for flow over a ripple bed 
c/-fg 10.7 log D/0.06 
The velocity c a lculated by thi s equation is also in good 
agreement with the measured velocity . 
Dunes.-- The coefficients A, B and X could not be der ived 
from either the velocity distribution or the mean flow data . However , 
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assuming A= 5.75 and B = 6.25, the resistance to flow equation 
is 
c/-fg" = 5.75 log R/x + 6.25 
A relation between C/ i./g and R/x was developed . Also, it 




, and S. A study of the data determined a relation 
u 
* Rix , - which was independent of S but dependent on w 
R/d . From the relation between flow and sediment parameters, 
50 
R/x could be determined and then C/ -J8 Ve loci ties computed 
with this method were in fair agreement with the measured velocities. 
Correction Term Equations 
The correction term method is based on correcting the plane 
bed equation for the dissipation of energy resulting from form 
roughness, acceleration and deceleration of the flow and breaking 
waves. The equation is 




Ripples.-- For ripples there was a linear relation between 
t.RS and R~. which was independent of the sand size . The method 
predicted velocity with good agreement with the measured velocity. 
Dunes.-- With dunes there was a linear relation between t.RS 
and RS for the data from the flume, Elkhorn River near Waterloo, 
Nebraska, and Rio Grande near Bernalillo, New Mexico. The relation 
was independent of sand size when d
50 
< 0.5 mn. There was a 
different but still linear relation for the 0.93 1llf!l sand, The 
relation for d c:::: 0. 5 mm developed from the f~ume data was also 
50 
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valid for the Mississippi River at St. Louis, Missouri for RS 
values less than .2 x 10-
3
. For larger values of RS, the dunes 
decrease i n height and the relation between t:RS and RS, although 
good, was no longer linear. 
Antidunes.-- A good relationship e xisted between the correction 
t.RS 
RS 
the shear stress, depth, and sand size 
for the flume data. An increase in depth or in sand sizes resulted 





1. The bed forms that occur in a sand channel are ripples, 
dunes, plane bed, antidunes and chutes-and-pools. 
2. Equilibrium flow with a plane bed or ripples is steady and 
uniform; with dunes, eq ilibrium flow may be considered steady, b~t 
it may be uniform or nonuniform depending on the size of the dunes 
in relation to the scale of the flume or stream; with antidunes and 
chutes-and-pools, equilibrium flow is always nonuniform and unsteady. 
3. The conclusion of Simons and Richardson (19 63) that there 
is a fundamental difference between ripples and dunes was substan-
tiated by a study of the velocity distribution and resistance to 
flow for the two bed confi gurations. 
4 . There are four types of energy dissipation for equilibrium 
flow in a sand channel. With plane bed, energy dissipation results 
from grain roughness. With ripples, it results from form roughness. 
With dunes, it results f rom form roughness and grain roughness if 
their size is small in comparison to the scale of the system. If 
dunes are so large that they cannot be considered roughness element, 
but changes in cross section, then diss~pation also results from the 
acceleration and deceleration of the flow in addition to the grain 
and form roughness. With antidunes and chutes-and-pools, resistance 
to flow is grain roughness, acceleration and deceleration of the flow 
and breaking waves. 
5. The velocity-distribution and resistance-to-flow e qua tions 
for steady uniform flow were derived by integrating the Reynolds 
equation of motion by assuming that the viscous shear was very much 
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smaller t han the Reynolds stress and that the Reynolds stress 
varied as 
p 'v ' . = p ( :t..A ) 2 ( 1 - y /D) ( du ) 2 
dy 
6 . The velocity d is tribution for the different bed forms for 
equilibrium flow that is also steady and uniform is defined by : 
a. plane bed wi th little or no sediment movement 
2.55 ln y / d85 + 8 . 0 
b. plane bed wi th appreciable sediment movement 
c. ripp l es 
3 . 2 ln y/d 85 + 3.2 
(3.33 - ¥ )ln y + 14.3 
* 
7. The velocity di s tribution for equilibrium flow over a 
plane bed with appreciable sediment movement ha s an inner and 
outer zone . The distr i bu t ion is logarithmi c in both zones. But 
the slope of the prof i le in the inne r zone var i es with the size, 
density and concentration of bed material. The variation of the 
slope in the inner zone was from 2.5 to 11.7 . In the outer zone 
the slope was cons tant value of 3.2. The inner zone occupies · from 
0 to 20 percent of the flow depth. The inner zone is larger with 
the coarser sand and larger concentration of bed material in t rans-
port. 
8 . With equilibrium as well as nonequilibrium flow in a sand 
channel there is a trans ition for the change from a dune bed
0
to a 
plane bed or antidunes . In the transition there is a range of 
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shear stress where the bed may be dunes, plane , have antidunes or 
washed-ou t dunes. Also in this range the bed =arm may oscillate 
from one bed form to another, In the transition there i s not a unique 
relation between the shear stre ss, velocity or sediment transport. 
9. There is not a general resistance-to- f low equation for 
equilibrium fl ow in a sand channel because (1) whether the flow 
is uniform or nonuniform and steady or unsteady depends on the bed 
configuration; (2) there are f our types of ene r gy dissipation; 
(3) there is a range in shear stres s (transition) where the bed 
form may range fr om dunes to plane bed or antidunes. 
10. If the bed form is known, t he resistance to fl ow can be 
determined. The equations are 
a. plane bed with little Dr no sediment movement 
C 
5.9 log D/d 
85 
+ 5.44 
b. plane bed with appreciable sed iment movement 
C 7.4 log D/d85 ~ 
= 
C • ripples 
C 
(7.66 - 0.30 + 0.13 
,Jg = ) log D + 11 u.,., u* 
d. dunes and antidunes 
C 7.4 log D/d ~l M S F = 85 RS 
For dunes, ARS was a f unction of RS. There was one relation f or 
d < 0.5 mm and another for the 0.93 mm sand. The 
50 
ARS VS 
RS relation was valid f or s treams as large as the Mississippi 
River. For antidunes the correc tion t erm V-






RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY 
In order to more fully unders tand the nature of flow in sand-
bed channels and to make the derived equations applicable to a 
broad range of field conditions, the following studies are suggested: 
1 . The variation of the velocity distribution in the inner and 
outer zone for plane bed flow should be investigated in greater de-
tail . It is recorrnnended that the distribution of the velocity, 
sediment concentration, and characteristics of the turbulence be 
measured for plane-bed flow for different sand sizes. The plane 
bed should be a function of the bed material and flow characteris-
tics and should not be obtained artificially br cementing the bed. 
Bagnold's inner granular stress should be considered in this study. 
2. The distribution of velocity, sediment concentration, and 
characteristics of the turbulence in the flow over the dune-bed con-
figuration should be investigated. This study should determine the 
coefficients in e quation 19 and determine the reason why dunes form. 
3 . The variation of resistance to flow for different shapes of 
cross sections should be investigated. That is, the equations de-
veloped in this s tudy should be studied using a broad range of field 
and laboratory conditions to determine the value of B in the equa-
tions . 
4. The variation of the bed forms and resistance to flow for 
a large range of slopes under controlled laboratory conditions has 
been well es.ta._bl ished • . _ The same cannot be- s-a-±d-for depth. 
Therefore, a large range of depths should be investigated under 
controlled laboratory conditions . The objectives of this study 
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would be to determine the variation in bed configuration and resis-
tance to flow with depth. 
5. It has been demonstrated that fall velocity of the bed 
material is a very important parameter in determining bed configura-
tion. However, the fall velocity is based on the terminal velocity 
of an isolated particle in a quiescent f luid. The fall velocity of 
the bed material in a turbulent field is an unknown quantity. 
Therefore, ex tensive st dies of the effect and importance of tur-
bulence on fall velocity of a particle are needed. This study may 
indicate why certain bed configurations form. 
6. The reason for the formation of the different bed configura-
tions should be determined and better methods of predicting them de-
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Fiq29 Comparison of computed velocity with the measured 
velocity for dunes using the ~RS method. 
TABLE 1 - BASIC ~TA AJrn C<»a't1l'ED ~ S FCE 0 .19 MM SAKD 
Bed1 Run D R u s 'o C "· IR IR• RS ORS X Form n n !po Xlo" lb/rt.2 ,,. !po n c- 5 xio-2 n n ft 
p 24B c.96 c. 78 c.86 c.005 0 . 0024 24.28 0.0354 0.6o4 2 . 480 L G2 
p 24A .91 . 74 .88 .006 .0028 23 .25 .0378 .578 2 . 48c L C:6 
p 22A .48 .43 .78 -010 .0027 21,01 .0313 .279 1.42 L Cl 
R 2 Lo6 .85 .79 .c15 .0079 12,42 .0642 .505 4·. 100 0.128 0 .0918 .5 1 0 .0725 
p 22B .43 .39 .87 .016 .0039 19.45 ,Oli.47 .295 L52 .s8 
p 26 .,o .28 ,017 .0030 .0392 9.97 
R 25 .93 .16 .87 .018 .oo85 13 .17 .0666 .6c2 4.6o .1.38 .0923 .~4 .05n 
p 22C .42 .38 .89 .018 .0043 18.96 ,0470 .297 L 57 .96 
R 30 LOO .8o Lil .028 .0140 i.,.o8 .o85o .758 6.82 .224 .1520 -~7 .0528 
R l .58 .51 . 74 .034 .olo8 9.95 .0746 .295 2.97 .173 .1350 .1156 -ll70 
R 31 L02 .82 L ,O .043 .0220 12.26 .lC83 .914 7.8o .364 .2654 -~ .0748 
R 27 . 55 .48 .93 .c57 .0171 9.88 .0826 .393 3 . 48 .212 .1513 .:,4 .1123 
R 5 L33 .82 L 54 .058 .0297 12 . 44 .1240 L o6 8 .54 .478 .3390 .:,8 .0683 
R 23 .44 .39 .85 .061 .0148 9.63 .o876 -291 ,.cc .238 .184Q . ,6 .lC26 
D 32 .95 .n L 79 .o66 .,,11 14.03 .1270 1,21 8.6o .501 -3lCl .07 .0345 
D 8 .93 • 76 L99 .070 .)332 15.27 .1310 L34 8.8c .533 .2958 . ,66 .crc05 
R 28 .54 .47 1,04 .079 .>232 9 . 46 .lC9l .429 4.49 .370 .2930 . '.54 .L,""94 
D 33 L o6 .85 L 96 .oe, .)440 1.3.09 .1505 L45 lL35 .103 .48c9 . '61 -0!72 
R 29 .56 . 49 Ll3 .o84 .)257 9.81 .ll52 .503 5.08 .412 .3234 • .;3 . 1175 
R ' .55 .4€ Ll8 .092 . )276 9 .86 .1192 .426 4.25 .441 .3437 -~ .u50 
D ll L 09 .86 2.35 .099 .0531 14, 22 .165 L82 12 .8c .846 .8127 . :12 -0!59 
r 13 .89 .13 3.09 .100 .c456 20 .19 .154 2,05 10 .20 .130 .156 • -86 
r 14 .86 .71 ' .22 .106 , 0414 20.12 .1558 2.o8 10.10 .753 .122 . :17 
T 15 .79 .6'. 3.46 .112 .0461 22.40 .1546 2.07 9.28 .740 1. <>5 
t 34 .52 . 4E L 68 .127 .0364 12.26 .1372 .655 5.34 .584 .3842 • 85 .QL2Q 
T l2 L02 .8" 2.69 .1.30 .o665 14 .75 .185 2.01 13.90 L 070 .644 • ~ o 
D 6 .61 -5! L67 .130 ..0430 11.22 .149 .726 6 . 47 .68<) .5003 23 .C"'}l 
D 7 .68 .56 1.78 .140 .0506 11.01 .162 .905 8 .25 .815 .6067 04 .()879 
D 35 .52 .46 1.81 ,147 .0422 12.28 .148 .743 6.o8 .680 .4471 84 .o4o8 • 16 .72 .61 3.84 .156 .0594 2L 96 .175 2.09 9.54 .937 .005 -'97 
• 10 .51 , 45 2 .89 .170 .o4n 18.37 .157 1.17 6.36 .766 .171 ..l81 D 9 .49 . 4! 2 . lC .194 .052 12.73 .164 .8c5 0 .29 .835 .;16 0 .365 
A l7 .67 .5· 4,14 .196 .010 21.78 .190 2.12 9.75 1.12 .011 1~5 ,. 18 .64 .55 4.33 .,cc .ic, 18 .79 .231 2 . 14 1L50 1.65 .413 .366 ,. 19 .64 .55 4.33 .350 .l2C 17. 40 .249 2.12 12.20 1.92 .684 .303 
A 39 .61 . 53 4.58 .390 .129 17.8c .258 2.17 12.20 2 .33 .133 .329 ,. 20 .6o .52 4.62 .46o .149 16.63 .278 1.22 12 .90 2.39 .955 -lT7 • 21 .50 .4~ 4.03 .542 .148 14. 49 .277 1.58 lC .90 2.38 1.21 4 00 A 38 .58 -5~ 4.74 . 582 .186 15. 46 .309 2.12 13.8c 2 .96 1. 42 4 22 
A 36 . 51 .45 3 .81 .845 -237 lC .88 .349 L 45 13.30 3 .81 2 .77 ..521 
A 31 .65 .56 4.20 .950 .332 9.92 .414 2 .03 20 .00 5.32 4.15 69 
1
? . plo.ne 1 R • ripples 1 D • dW1ea, T • transition , A"' antidunea 
TABLE 2 - BASIC DATA AND COMPUTED PARAMF:l'ERS FOR O. 27 1o!M SAND 
? 49 1.03 o .82 c .13 0 . 005 C.0026 20 .c5 c .c364 c . 434 2 .16 C 351 
50A .96 .7d .79 .007 .0034 18.93 .c420 .493 2.62 300 
R 50D .91 .7. .84 .c18 .cce, 12 .83 .o655 .514 4 .01 c .133 c .0822 '518 C .C536 
R 51 .99 .8) 1.24 .c46 .023c ll,44 .lC9 .633 7.27 .369 .26cl 3 li.2 -lC05 
R 52 .94 .15 L63 .065 .0307 12.93 .126 L C3 7 .97 .493 .3c18 '522 .c526 
J 54 .93 .75 1.83 .o84 .c398 12.82 .144 1.23 9 .68 .644 .40,o _filJ. .c551 
J 53 1.02 .82 1.91 .lo8 .c553 11.36 .169 1.34 11.84 .887 .6,o6 '.537 .1058 
s 57 .48 .43 L33 .126 .c338 ic.o8 .132 . 454 4.47 . 541 .3834 '.539 .1C52 
J 56 . 75 .6j 1.85 .126 .c589 u .57 .16o .955 8.36 .795 .5308 '.576 -"759 
D 55 L o8 .s, 2 .o6 .i.,c .0689 lC .09 .189 L54 14.10 1.11 .8147 '.514 .1863 
45 .84 .7J 3 .25 .138 .o602 18 .52 .176 1.98 10 . 70 .964 .188 <l<}8 
43 1.13 .Ill 2.13 .140 .c767 lC.69 .198 L61 15 .00 1. 22 .90C 510 .1493 
D 44 1.c3 .82 2 .62 .163 .o835 12.63 .208 1.82 14. 45 L34 .941 582 .0637 
D 42 .94 .76 2 .09 .167 .cm lC .34 .202 L 28 12.40 1.27 .956 495 .1482 
r 46 .74 .62 3.68 .167 .o646 20 .06 .182 2.04 ic.07 1.04 l.,()lJ. 
D .58 .46 .4J. 1.83 .185 .0473 12.31 .156 .598 5.c7 .756 .4539 631 .0368 
A 47 .63 . :;4 4.32 .28) .0945 19.51 .221 2.00 9 .34 1.51 0 LOOO 
A 48 .59 .51 4.6o .493 .157 16 .15 .284 1.96 12.07 1.49 .448 838 
A 39 .55 . 48 4.93 .813 .243 1.3.86 .356 L69 12.20 3.91 L 86 725 
A 41 .45 ·"° 4.28 .952 .237 12.18 .351 1.24 lC .20 3.81 2.18 661 
A 40 .6o -~ 4.45 1.022 .362 lC . 65 .414 L67 15.6o 5.28 3 .67 55' 
½, - plane 1 R • Ripples, D • dwiea , T • transition, A • antidunea 
iABLE 3 • BASJ:C DATA AND CCf.U't1Ill) PARAMETERS ?OR 0.28 MM SABD 
p 6 o .90 O, jli. 0 . 53 0 .005 C .0023 15. 44 0 .0345 o.268 1.75 ~742 
p 7 1.01 .81 .82 .007 .0035 19 .20 .0424 .523 2.71 - 920 
p 8A 1.00 .ec .97 .ou .0055 18 .21 .0532 . 579 3.18 . 868 
R 8B 1.01 .81 .96 .023 .012 12.43 .0775 .563 4.55 0 .187 0 .1218 .588 O . :,63L 
R lC .59 .51 .88 .041 .013 10.69 .0821 .365 3 . 41 .209 .1445 .555 .)909 
R 5 L OO .8c L 34 .045 .023 12. 45 .1078 .901 7.24 .361 .2341 -592 .J818 
R 1.3B 1.00 .8c 1.68 .062 .031 13.30 .126 L35 8 .48 .493 .2940 -635 . )593 
R 4 .86 .TI. 1. 56 .o69 . O, l 12 .45 .125 .886 7 .09 .485 .3018 -614 -0592 
R ll .59 .51 1.04 .013 .023 9.46 .lC9 . 432 4 .14 .369 .2783 _494 .1407 
D 33 l.o6 .85 1.86 .090 .047 u .93 .157 L38 ll. 6o .766 .5259 -559 .0892 
D 1 .88 .72 1.8c . lCO .045 u. 81 .152 l. lC 9 .29 .717 .4794 -575 .c788 
R l2 .57 .50 1. 58 . lo8 .033 12.00 .1.32 .658 5.49 .541 .3307 623 .050C 
D lb .62 .54 1.74 .ll6 .039 12.29 .142 .n6 6 .33 .626 .3784 -628 .o482 
D 20 L 05 .84 2. 16 . l2C .062 12,04 .18c 1.82 12.5 1.01 .6828 .566 .o839 
D 2 .92 .75 2.o6 .131 .o61 u. 61 .178 L 28 u .c .984 .6778 .557 ..o882 
Cooti.nued 
TABLE 3 • RASIC DATA AXD COOVI'ED PARAMETERS FOB 0 . 28 M4. SAJfD- • Coatioued. 
Bed
1 




IR • RS MS c. ' Fon, r, ft ,.,,. x10 2 ~ fps n o · 2 rt f t f< 
D 21 1.07 0.85 2.}8 0. 1,1 O.o69 12 .61 0.189 1.70 l}.5 l.ll 0 .7188 0 ,59} O,o677 
D 19 .65 ,56 1.90 -1}4 .o46 12 .24 .156 .865 7. ll .756 .4666 .618 .o4o6 
D 16 1.02 .82 2,ll -1}4 .o68 u.28 .188 1. 4} 12 . 75 1 , 10 . 7858 ,5}2 .uo8 
T 2} .91 , 74 ,.02 .1}4 ,o62 16.89 .178 1. 85 10.9 .815 
D 17 .65 .55 1.92 .1}6 ,047 12 .28 ,157 .868 1.o8 .766 . 4696 .621 ,0499 
D ' .88 .12 2 ,17 .1}6 .o61 12.21 .178 1.27 10.5 .9811 .6}91 ,591 .o672 T 18 .61 -5} 2 . 45 ,141 ,047 15 .81 .155 1.05 6.6} .814 T }O .64 , j5 }. o6 ,142 .o49 19 .28 -159 l.}5 1.00 .981 
D }4 . 4Ji -}9 1. 56 .150 .0}6 11 .28 ,1}7 .483 4,24 . 58} .3596 .618 .0546 
22 .6o .32 } .ll -15} .049 19 -}9 .16o 1.2, 6 .36 . 61<3 1.001 
D 15 , 75 .s, 2, 14 .158 .o62 ll-95 -179 l.o4 8.68 .995 .9585 .594 .:,646 
T 2i. .82 .68 , .,5 ,172 ,07} 17.26 .194 1.88 10,9 .&6 
25 ,72 .61 }, 79 .199 .076 19 ,19 .198 1.86 9 .74 -957 
28 -55 ,48 }-57 -229 .o68 18 .95 .188 1.38 7 .28 ,994 
29 .52 .1•6 , . 77 .218 .oso 18 .6o .20, 1. li2 7.66 ,982 
A 26 -50 .44 ,.ae .}28 .100 17 .91 .216 1.39 7-73 1. 66 .146 .955 
, 2 .58 .51 4.69 . 1170 .150 16.97 .278 1,74 10.3 2 -}9 . 566 .874 
27 , 43 .}9 4, 50 -5}} .1,0 17 .4 4 .238 1. 43 7.55 2 .01 .14 1.0}} 
}l .56 .49 4.76 ,59} .182 15.69 .}06 1.67 10 .7 2 .90 -995 ,Bll 
}5 . 511 .1i7 4.9} .815 ,239 l } ,94 -}51 1.68 ll.9 , .a3 1.76 .735 
, 1 .,o .28 , .48 .82o .143 12 . SO -272 . 722 5.64 2 .29 1.0} ,74} 
A 38 . 4o .36 4, 77 -9}0 -209 14 . 42 .}28 1.25 8 .63 3-}5 1.16 .S05 
A 36 ,57 .4o 4.69 1.007 -'31 10. 75 .4o2 1 ,72 i-.8 5.0, ,.18 .6o7 
1, : olane 1 R,. r1poles , D • dW1es, T • transition , A• antidW1ea 
TABI.E 4 • BASI C DATA AND OOMPl1I'ED PARA1£':'ERS FOR O . li 5 MM SAND 
p lL 0.61 G-5} 0 . 81 0 .0 15 0 .0050 16.o6 0 .041 0.307 1.55 1.159 
17 .98 ,79 .so . 016 .0079 12 .6o .o64 . li72 3.77 0 .127 O.o697 .672 0 .0621 
16 .81 .67 .79 .011 .0071 11.86 .o6o .}95 3 .00 ·= .0519 .132 .01:8 13 .35 .}2 .65 ,019 .0038 14.65 .04} .146 ~ .44 .988 
15A .11 . 6o .89 . 015 .0056 16.70 .0539 ,361 l.}4 -9}9 
15B .so .67 -79 -C'23 .0096 11, 24 .0105 .,a. }.42 .154 .0944 .62} -0925 
18 . 58 . 51 ,78 .o,i -0099 l 0 .97 .0714 -292 2. 68 .158 -0922 .61<6 .0113 
.Br .68 1.20 .036 .015 l } -51 .o89 . 591 4.,a .246 ,1077 .749 .0}74 
.85 . 70 1.16 .039 .011 12 .37 .094 .597 4 .& .274 .1474 .68o .OolO 
,55 ,48 .88 .o4o .012 11.16 .018 -'15 2. 79 .189 ,10}2 .67} .0677 
1 .so .67 1. 23 ,042 .018 12 .96 .095 .564 4.36 .2SO ,1}48 ,720 ,0464 
5 . 75 .6} 1.3? .047 .018 l } .6 -097 .6o2 6.ll -292 ,1201 .767 .0177 
11 ,}5 . }2 . 70 . 01i9 ,0098 9.82 .071 .165 1.67 .157 .0916 .644 .0767 ,. .69 -59 1, hli .057 ,021 13.87 .104 .6o2 4.35 .336 . 1250 -792 .0283 
8 . 51 ,45 ,93 .o6o .017 9 ,97 -09} -}12 } ,12 .269 .1696 .6o6 , lC30 
7 . 1c .6o 1. 1i, .078 .029 11 ,69 -12} .6}1 5.4} .470 .2622 .664 .0690 
s 10 .33 .30 , 75 .o88 .016 8.06 .0924 .162 1.99 .265 .1882 . 537 .1L36 
H 6 . Ii€ . 41 1.07 .o88 ,022 9 .89 .108 .,07 } -09 .}}l .2261 .612 .0962 
R L" -29 .27 .85 .106 .018 8 .85 .0960 ,170 1.92 .286 .1822 . 6o2 ,lo64 
D 19 . lil -}7 1.30 . ll2 .026 11 ,2! . ll5 .422 ,. 73 .4ll .2007 .715 .0509 
21 ,96 .78 1.58 .ll4 .056 9 .38 .169 1.0} ll.00 .887 .6611 .504 .2250 
22 1.00 .so 1.70 ,124 .o62 9 . 5: .179 1.12 u .so .995 .7362 -509 ,2150 
25 .42 .,a 1.47 .189 .045 9.66 .152 .477 4 .94 • 717 .4544 .6o5 .0978 
D 20 .6: ,53 1.68 -19} .064 9.27 .182 ,748 8 .10 1.03 .7262 . 541 . 1&::x> 
D 2, .65 .56 2 . 57 .247 ,o86 12 .19 .212 1.20 9,89 l.4o .7o89 .701 .0522 
D 24 .62 ,54 1.76 .?89 .097 7 .88 .224 .812 10 ., 1.56 1.208 ,47} .23}9 
D 4o .81 ,67 , .,2 .301 .126 12 .99 ,255 2 , 01 15 . 4 2 ,02 -966} .722 .01153 
A 39 ,5i ,48 4.71 .}64 -109 19-70 .2}8 2 .04 10., 1.181 
26 .,, .}l 5.38 .}66 .071 27 ,82 .192 1. 4} 5.09 1.S.4 
A 28 ·"'' .}6 } ,52 .}66 .o82 16.99 .206 1.06 6.68 1.o87 
T 29 .,, .28 1.89 .,69 .o65 10 ,}7 .182 4. 56 4 ,}9 .731 
A }l . 111' -}9 11 , 24 .432 .105 18.05 ,22} 1. 4} 7,82 1.137 
T ?1 _,, .,o 2.99 .4}6 .o82 ll1, !i.J1 .206 .786 5. 42 .961 
T }6 -19 .18 2 .04 .446 ,050 12 . 6} .161 .}}l 2 .61 .950 
i.1 -54 .47 5.05 . 466 ,137 18.!!9 .265 2 .12 11. 10 l.14o 
T }O .,n .25 2.47 .492 ,077 12 .76 .199 .532 4.28 -859 
A }5 ,<5 . 2L 2.ao , 49!1 ,07} 14 .SO .195 ,574 4.oo 1.010 
}4 .,a .26 , . 73 . 546 ,o89 17,4o . 214 .836 4.79 1.192 
A " ,'7 -25 4,6o .6o1 -095 20 .69 .221 ,958 4.61 1. 443 A ,a . ~-0 . 44 5,}8 .619 -170 18 .09 ,296 2 .12 11.7 1.105 
A }7 .L3 ,}9 5 . 511 .62o .151 19.91 .279 1.9} 9 , 72 1.244 
A }2 . ,1 .3 , 5.0, .656 ,139 18. 85 .269 1. 50 8.02 1.208 
A 45 .28 .26 2 . 50 .862 .1}8 9,31 .269 . 586 6 .}0 .636 
A 44 .28 .26 4. 78 ,898 .146 11 . •2 .275 1.1} 6.50 1.181 
A i.2 .31 ,29 5.36 .986 .179 18 .6h . 3ob 1. 44 8 .16 1.1& 
A 43 -~, ,39 6 .18 1.01 .2!i6 17. :15 .}S6 2 .15 12 ,4 1.o81 
1
P ., ,El&ne I R 11 ripelu i D • dW1ea , T • transition,z A • antidune~ 
TAl!LE 5 • BASI C DATA AND COMPIJI'ED PA.Wml'ERS FOR THE 0 , 47 MM SAND 
D 46 l.ll 0.87 1.64 o .o84 c .oh5 10 ,69 0 -15} 1.10 10. 2 0 -727 0 ,4950 o .56> 0 .11179 
D 47 .;5 .63 LoO .oi.2 ,017 11.,, ,092 . 741 0 . 77 .263 .0102 .9ao 
,a 1.2~ .9, 1.55 .052 .030 12,3h -125 l.o6 8. 55 ,085 .2823 .642 .o812 
D h9 1.3} ,98 2 .oc .173 .108 8 . li7 , 23h 1. 42 16.6 1.70 l.}7 .4}5 . !,o8o 
85 • 78 .65 1.13 .olq . 019 11 .,a ,019 . 561 4.92 .304 .18o1 .638 .o8}B 
9} .u:, . 511 1. 45 ,072 .021.i 1, .00 . 112 .632 4.88 .,89 .165} .758 .0365 
92 .6} . 54 1. 4} -090 .030 11.39 .125 . 581 5.07 .085 ,2705 .66; .o696 
91 .58 . 51 1.5} ,117 .031 u.o8 .138 .549 4.96 -591 ,}}59 .657 .0738 
82 .64 . 55 l.6o . 248 .075 7.54 ,210 .a.a 1.1.6 1.37 1.099 .443 .}}15 
51 .62 . 50 1.62 ,2}6 .079 8.02 .20, .68, 8.56 1.28 -9992 .467 ,2705 
Continued 
TABLE 5 - BASIC DUA .uo CCICPUftD PAIWCBTIRS F<B 'f'BI o. tq * SAID--Coat 1Du.td 
Bedl 
Run 
D R u s 'o C u. ~-5 ~!2 RS IIRS =· l ,,.,. rt rt t]'O no" Th/rt2 ,fi t]'O rt rt rt 
D 52 .55 o."8 l,81 0.222 0,067 9.7. 0.1~ o.68<} 7.06 1.06 0.6999 ~ 0-.1205 
D 7' .61 .53 l,67 ·= .07, 8.59 .195 .ro a .,, 1.18 ,8&27 = .2108 D 7• .65 .56 1.58 .215 .075 8.o, .197 .675 a.,, 1.21 ,9450 :i.i;, .27i... 
D 76 ,6' . 5, 1. 69 .ro, .068 7.997 .187 .662 7,4o l,ll .BoBo :520 ,2705 
D 75 .64 .55 l.60 .ro. ,070 8. •l .190 .6l'7 7,69 l ,12 .~i., ~ ·2'•5 
D 53 .57 ,50 l.77 .2'5 ,07' 9.u ,19• . 5S, 6.,a 1.17 .8252 5&1 .1618 
D 77 .65 .56 l.68 .199 ,070 8,88 .1,, .619 5.27 . 6,5 ., ... 678 . ].986 
D 96 .53 -•7 1.9, .201 .059 u .15 ,17• . 472 • • 2, ,94o .51,5 672 
D 9• .Bl ,67 l.74 -2'7 ,099 7.68 .225 ,910 u.a l. 57 l.280 ''° .,169 D a, .91 . 7' 2.1. .200 ,092 9,Bo .218 1.,, 1, .6 l."8 1.056 532 .1816 
D 5• .92 .75 2.oB ,24o ,ll2 8 .66 . 21i1 l.25 14.5 l.Bo l.4o5 -469 ,2* 
D 56 ,90 ,74 2 ,lli .21l2 .ll2 8,95 .24o 1.,, 16.o l.79 1.,62 - "88 .2505 
D 55 ,74 .62 2 .0, .2,1 ,092 9 .,5 ,217 l.0l 10.7 l.46 l.050 . 530 .1790 
D 57 .87 ,72 2 ,20 .259 ,ll6 9 ,02 .2,5 l." l&,8 1.86 1.,90 -•94 ,2'84 
D 58 ,90 ,7& 2,ll ,2,, .108 8.68 .2,6 1,25 lll.O l.7' 1.,11 ."87 ,2814 
T 95 .Bo . 67 2.,9 ,18o ,075 12,16 ,197 ,788 6 .50 1.21 ,65•9 -675 
D 78 -72 .61 2.00 .,20 .122 7,98 .250 .876 10.8 l.9• 1,5}5 -•56 .,055 
T 59 .65 . 56 2 .96 .,26 .ll4 12 ,11 .242 i.,a u., l.82 ,9092 .707 
p 6o .62 .5& ,.28 .,.2 .u5 17,61 ,244 l.96 ll ,2 - 02• 
p 61 ,61 . 5, 4.}6 ,}55 , ll7 17 ,71 .245 l.92 10.8 .oi.1 
p 71 .,2 .,o ,.21 . 5,1 .099 14,26 .227 ,816 5,77 ,94} 
p 72 .,2 .,o ,.26 . 550 .10, 14.2, .2,1 ,746 5.28 ,94o 
p 70 .,o .28 ,.41 .640 , ll2 14.21 ,24o .795 5.60 .958 
A 6' .4, .,9 4.48 .570 .i.,9 16.79 .268 l. 51 9.01 .o48 
A 64 ,41 .,1. •-76 . 578 .i.,, 18.10 .262 l.4o 7 .69 _.151 
A 65 , 42 .,a , .6, ,571 .1,5 17. 52 .265 1.,1 7.52 . . 098 
A 66 .45 ,40 4,}4 ,575 .1-4 15. 86 ,272 l.26 7.88 ,992 
A Bo .,9 ,}5 4.91 .64, ,140 18 .09 .269 l.20 6 .54 • • 171 
A 81 . 55 .48 4.~ ,6'4 .190 15.4- .,1, l.69 10.9 .927 
A 62 .54 -•7 •-89 .622 .182 15.~ ,,07 2.05 12.9 .955 
A 67 .5' .47 4,91 .646 .189 15,7} .,1, l. 70 10 .8 ,946 
A 79 .55 . 48 4. 82 .651 ,195 15.15 .,11 1. 58 10 . , ,909 
A 84 .41 .,1 4,69 . 74o ,171 15 .69 .298 l. 41 8 .95 .m 
A 69 ,4, ,}9 4, 48 ,7'4 ,179 14,79 .,oi. l. 41 9 ,56 .925 
A 68 . 5' ••7 4,95 ,74o ,217 14 ,82 .,,5 l. 8\, 12 ,7 .889 
A 98 ... ,}9 , .51 ,821 ,200 i., .9, .,21 ,714 5.oB ,879 
p lOO .51 . 45 5.28 ,790 ,222 15.56 ,,,a 1. Bo u.a ,947 
A 99 ,50 ... 5,}2 .Bo6 .221 15.66 .,,a l.19 7.58 ,962 
A 97 .,1 .,4 4,07 ,960 ,204 12.57 .,24 l.07 8 .5, .Bi., 
1p • pane , R • ripple•, D • dune•, T • transition , A . antidunee 
TABLE 6 - BASIC DKrA AJID COMP\1l'E!I PARA!<>lrERS FOR 0,9} II< SAJID 
p l9 l.01 0.81 l.00 0,0129 o,oo65 17 .25 0 .058 0.14, 4.}l l.005 
p 26A 1,02 .82 l.}2 ,0219 ,0ll2 11.,9 .076 ,974 5.61 1.010 
p 25 1.01 .81 l.22 , 0220 .0lll 16 .oB ,0759 ,898 5.58 .9,a 
p 27 1.01 .81 l.47 .02Bo ,014 16.52 .o855 l.17 6 ,79 1.00, 
p 26 1.0, .82 l.}7 .02a, .014 15,75 .o864 l,00 6,,, .m 
p 20 1.0, .82 1.,2 .02& .015 15.19 .0865 .m 6.51 .887 
p 21 1.01 .81 l.49 .0295 .015 16,94 .o879 1.i., 6.66 ,988 
D 18 1.01 .Bl l.66 .0,70 ,019 16.95 .0984 1.18 6 .98 0 ,,Ol 0,0972 .984 O,Oll2 
D 28 1.oi. .a, l.75 ,0,7' -019 17,59 ,099 1.,1 7.76 .,a. .,4i., l.055 .oo89 
p 29 .50 ... 1.16 ,c,J.26 ,012 15.09 .078 ,459 } ,09 .999 
p 22 .49 ,4, l.15 .04,0 ,012 14 ,94 ,077 .""6 2 .98 l.005 
p ,0 .51 ,45 1.25' ,0497 .014 14,61 .o85 .507 ,.45 . 98,5 
p , 1 ,50 . 44 l.}6 .0537 ,015 15. ,7 ,o87 . 507 ,.25 l.049 
D 15 l.05 ,84 l.9' ,0590 .0,1 15,}6 .126 l. 49 9,70 .49' 1.065 .8857 .0221 
p 2' .49 .4, l.}0 .o6l5 ,017 i., .99 ,0924 .508 , .69 ,94,o 
p , 2 . 52 . 46 l. 50 .o64o .018 15.49 ,0975 -5~ , .89 l.025 
p 2• , 49 .4, l.46 .0682 .018 14 ,91 ,0974 ,571 , .a1 l.009 
D 14 , 58 .51 1.60 ,0710 ,02} 14,88 .107 . 70} 4,71 -}56 ,1957 .972 .0161 
D , .. -5• ,47 l.64 .oBoo .02, 14 .82 . u ,701 4,71 -}76 ,ll50 ,985 ,0149 
D l6 1.oi. . a, 2 .0, ,ll2 .058 ll,77 ,17' l.5' i.,.1 ,9'0 5,000 .6798 .0910 
D }5 ,5' .47 l,Bo , i.,o .o,a 12 .88 ,1405 7 ,22 5.64 .61, 1,745 
,8454 .o,,, 
D 17 LOO .Bo 2 ,lO .i.,6 .068 ll,2' .187 l.5' i., .6 l.09 6.177 .6567 
,ll04 
D " ,56 -•9 l.S, .145 .o-4 
l2,o6 .151 .Bo7 6 ,67 ,7o8 .2609 -79•7 ,c,J.90 
D 5 .9' . 76 2.21 .1a, ,o87 10 .49 ,212 l. 45 l},9 l,4o 
8.64, .6170 .1416 
D lO .46 .41 1.88 .m .049 u .n .159 ,695 5,88 ,785 2 .699 .Bl.:ll .0450 
D ,1 l.ll ,trf 2.5• .275 ,149 9,16 .278 1,94 21.2 2,4o 17 .42 ,52}7 ,2755 
D }6 . 55 . .a 2 ,04 .,o4 ,091 9-}9 .217 .84• 8.97 l.46 2 .0,1 .6J..34 .i.,70 
D 6 l ,04 .a, 2.68 .,1, , lf<! 9.29 .289 2.00 21.6 2 , 59 18.44 ,5'77 ,244o 
D 7 ,59 . 51 2 ,14 _,,9 .ii., 9.05 ,2}6 .966 10.6 l. 7' ll ,}4 .5869 .1692 
D ,a l.02 .82 2.78 ,}56 .182 9 .10 .,01 2.06 22 ,7 2,9' 21.14 .5270 .2655 
D ll ,92 ,75 ,.02 .,9' .184 9,74 .,oa 2.00 20 . 5 2 ,95 19,,9 .5618 .1884 
T 8 , 57 .50 2,46 ,4,o .i.,4 9.,1 ,26' l.06 u ., .6u4 
T l2 .89 _.,, ,.12 .4}7 .199 9. 76 .,21 2 .0, 20,9 .5ao. 
T i., .82 .68 , ., 1 .587 .249 9-}9 .}58 2 .0, 21.6 . 5"04 
T 9 -~9 . 4, 2.89 .6oo .161 9 .94 .288 l.ll ll . l -r-:28 
T ' ,60 .52 , .. , .65 .2u l0 -}9 ,,,l l. 54 14 . tl ,bb95 T l .68 .58 4.10 -71 ,257 ll, 45 .}67 2 .16 19 ,4 ,70}0 T 2 .5, ,47 5.20 -92 ,269 i.,.98 .,.,, 2.16 15. 5 .m, 
T .. .51 -•5 ,.a, ,94 .287 10.,a ,,69 l. 51 1,.6 ,694} 
T • l .... .,9 , .45 l.12 ,27' ll,78 ,}76 1.67 14 .l .8178 
A .. .... ,}9 5.81 l.16 .282 15 .u .,82 2.12 i.,,9 l.051 
A 4o .,a ,}5 5,ll l.2' .269 i.,.79 ,}9!, l.64 12,0 .9786 
A .. , .... .,9 5.86 1.26 ,,07 1, .62 .,98 2 .18 14.8 l.aJ.76 
A }9 .4, .,9 6.07 l.28 .,12 15.21 .402 2.22 1, .6 L o49 




(I of> . . ~ f 
FOR THE EUQIOIUf RI~ KEAR WA1'ERI.OJ, ftEBRASlCA (Upper C&ble~ Sectioo) 
Be41 MeUUN D R u C u. ~ -5 
]Ro RS -~ llRS c. ,o; X ,_,... , ... . .. rt rt !'po =v. !'po ru,- 2 rt •\O rt I<\ rt 
l . )5 
T 567 3.76 3.7\ 2.87 4,19 o.m •\~ 12.81 0.22• 0,993 7,76 1.56 1 .15• o. 5()8 . 0 2-'\ 
,.. .... 
D 568 •• 97 4,95 5,ll , .26 1.,1 19,62 .260 2.26 ll, i,9 2 .10 ,9170 ,750 ,t.j; oil/J. 
F 569 "•92 4.8:> 5.22 . . .. 3 1.32 19 ,91, .262 2.2~ ll,23 2 .13 ,9067 • 758 · <:re ;{>~ • 570 6.65 6.57 4.28 3.19 1. 55 15.19 .282 2 .63 17.32 2.47 2 ,227 ,590 .o 
T 571 5.75 5.71 4.86 •·50 1. 50 16.87 .288 2.59 15.37 2 .58 l.•97 .647 • I 
5.,n 4.78 •• 31 1.58 16.71 .286 2.62 15.69 2 .5. 1. 489 .6"3 
. ;{; .DU'o 
T 572 5.92 .~f 
T 573 6.58 6.51 •. 32 · ••7 i.SJ. 1•.13 .,o6 2.51 17. 79 2 ,91 2,llO .523 . ,S' 
T 57• 6 .55 6."6 3.86 •·1' 1.15 12 .,0 .31• 2.31 18.78 3.06 2,"23 .•55 
F 578 7.16 7.10 6.22 3.56 1. 58 21.77 .286 i..21 19 .34 2.54 ,9132 .Boo .'l'l' 
T 5Bo 6 ,20 6.15 4,11, 4 .39 1.£9 1• .03 .295 2. "2 17.28 2,70 1.959 . 52• ,C> ' 
581 3 .61) 4.52 1.67 .29• 2,19 16.58 2 .68 2,022 •"96 
~~ 
T 5,97 5.92 13.22 .44 
p 582 5.13 5,C9 • •79 3 .22 1.02 20 .Be -~ 2.10 10.09 1.643 .6041 .795 
.{~:,,6 
T 58' • . 52 4.48 3 .75 3."8 .m 16.1• ,224 l.•5 8.65 1.56 ,9015 ,649 
D 587 • .30 i..n 2.58 4.23 l -13 10.66 .242 1.09 10 .23 1.62 1.503 . •15 
T 581) 6.44 6,!7 4,96 3.10 1.23 19 ,67 .252 1.97 ,9225 .729 
• 591 5.07 5,C<! 3 .30 3.87 1.21 13.20 ,25C 1.69 12.S, 1.94 1.446 .504 ~ • 599 ll,Ol 4.co 3.26 3 .61 .916 14 .95 .218 1.29 8 .63 1."8 ,9477 .589 -.~ p 628 3 .01 3.o6 3.19 i..03 .770 19 ,05 .199 .6,o 3.31 1.23 ••915 .77• 
p 630 6,19 6, ll 5. i.4 3.51 1.3• 20.68 .263 2 .12 10 , 24 1.15 .Bn, .769 .... > 
p 632 6.oB 6.02 5.51 3.70 1.39 20.56 .268 2,20 10.68 2,23 .9163 .767 , "l'I 
p 633 5 .65 5.58 5.32 4,32 1.50 19,14 .278 1.81) 9,88 2,40 1.156 .719 
, tO 
p 634 5.73 5.66 5.23 4.33 1.5' 18.61 .281 1.96 10,5' 2.•5 1.250 .700 :;L, 
p 635 5.70 5-6' 5.01 4.51 1.58 17,49 .286 1.81) 10.81 2 .54 1,437 .658 
• 636 5.46 5.36 4. 55 •. 75 1 .59 ~t~ .286 1.62 10.15 2 .5. 1.616 .602 
,n. 
p 637 i. .65 4.60 • • 57 4.37 1.26 .254 1.28 7,44 2 .00 l,o42 .692 S'6 
T 638 3 .99 3,96 ,.ee 3.91 .981 16.97 ,225 .964 5.68 1.57 .8686 .668 . '3t 
p 640 2,90 2.!19 3 .68 ,.12 .671 19.79 .186 .776 3 .92 1.07 .3678 ,8ll ,is 
~ 642 3.92 3 .90 3,99 , .84 .9'6 17.97 .222 1.15 6 .41 l, 5' .7638 .701 
,p 
~ 644 ,,02 3.01 2 .78 4.07 . 765 14.04 .198 .775 5.52 l ,22 .8196 .571 ·"' 
646 2 , 71 2 ,70 2 ,"8 4.33 . 130 12 .78 ,194 .618 4 .85 1.17 .8447 .526 ,1'6 { 
D 648 2 .84 2.Be 2.oB 4.38 . 771 10,40 ,200 .524 5.c,4 1.2• 1.013 .426 0. 5~ 
_, 1, 
D 6~ 2.84 2.Be 2.14 4,24 . 7"6 10.92 ,196 .525 4 .BJ. 1.19 .9529 ,447 . ,38 .,c. 
p 651 4. 44 " -"2 • -95 3,68 1.02 21.62 .229 2.03 9 .37 1.63 • .a,1 .S,8 -~ 
D 652 3.42 3,38 2. 45 4.o4 .852 ll,67 ,210 ,847 7.26 l.'7 l.070 ."67 .388 ,1.\ ) 
D 656 2 , 21 2,20 1.60 2 .88 .396 ll ,19 .143 .369 ,.,o .635 . i.916 ,1,74 ,301 ,C)/, 
D 657 3,44 , . .. 3 2,05 ,.64 .780 10.25 .200 .746 7.28 1.2• 1.032 .,10 .695 
,1 (, 
D 658 , .10 3 .09 2,42 2 ,91 .560 1i. .24 .170 .794 5.58 .81)8 .5959 .579 .127 • 14 
D 662 2 .05 2.05 2 .00 4.32 ,55' ll,S, .169 ,410 3.46 .887 . 6573 .5()8 ,222 
,, 
T 664 3 .75 3.13 2.85 4 .25 .985 12 .61 .226 1.06 8.4, 1. 59 1.188 .500 ·~h :, 666 2.28 2 ,27 1.95 4.61 .653 10.60 .184 ,"°2 , .Bo 1.05 .S,84 ,449 .400 
673 ; .5"°6 
. o"< 
D 1.41 l."0 1.76 5.22 .•56 ll .43 .154 .185 1.62 ,737 .515 .177 -,<( 
p 710 7.28 7. ,0 6.61 , .,2 1.49 23.78 .278 4.87 20.i.7 2 ,40 .5954 .867 . 7(, p 876 4.38 4.3 .. 6.oo 4.67 1.26 23.44 .256 2.50 10.68 2,o4 .3489 ,910 
1
P • 21.anet R • r1El!;le6 t D • dune•it T • tranaition t A • a.ntidune 
TABLE 8 - BASIC DAi'A AND CCMIVl'ED PARAMETERS FOB THE RIO GRAlfDE KP.AR BERKALILLO, NEW MEXICO {Sectioo A) 
Bed Date D R u s '• C u. ~ -1,\0 llRS X ,y-d Form rt rt !'po =· lb/ rt2 ,rs rt rt 
T 4-25- 52 2 .47 2 . i., 4.06 o.o8') o.it 14.9 o.266 2 .16 1.27 51 .i?i 
u 5-12- 52 3 .63 3 . 54 6 . 57 .o84 ,210 20 .0 .314 2,97 0 .87 ,:i..~ ,?.1 u 6-17- 52 3 .19 3 .69 5.96 .OS, .219 17.7 .318 3 .06 1.,. 1. I .i l., 
T 6-20- 52 3 .49 , .40 5.09 .079 ,202 15.8 .298 2.69 l.•3 ~; ·,;6 T 6-26-52 2,76 2 ,70 3.71 .076 .16o 12 .9 .260 2 .05 1.35 
'1,1 
L 7-14- 52 2 .69 2 .64 2 .84 .oBo .157 10,8 .263 2,ll 1.70 0,592 ,i1 . ' 
~ / 
_..,_ 
L ~ 2. 56 2 .51 3,ll ,095 .149 ll,2 ,277 2.38 1.84 ., .. 1 • 1..1 
u 5.:l-58 3.68 3 .58 6.91 .oBo ,213 20 ,9 .,oB 2.86 1.05 •-~~ :,1 u 5-)J-58 4."6 .• ,2 6.88 .oBo .256 18.9 .339 3 ."6 1.30 \'.~ u 5- 21-58 4.ll , .98 7. 62 ,079 .236 22,• .,., , .1• 0,22 
1".1, '\.~ u 5.27. 58 ... Bo • • 64 7,71 .oBo ,276 20 .6 .352 , .11 1.03 H 
u 6-4-58 4.,. 4.21 6,92 .OS, .250 19.3 .341 , . • 9 1.28 '~'1 .~'\ 
u 6-10-58 3 .43 , .,5 6.27 .074 ,199 19.6 .290 2.•8 0 ,24 .-~5 
u 6-13-58 2.67 2 .62 6.10 .016 .156 21.6 .256 1.99 -~~'i .1.1 u 6-J.8-58 2.96 2,90 5.06 .016 .172 17.0 .269 2.20 0.87 
'~ { 
u 6-25-58 '·"" , .,2 6. 50 .oBo ,197 20 . • .296 2.66 0 .54 
I oi 
L 4-6-60 2.56 2,51 , .c,4 .OS, ll,6 .262 2.oB 1.61 .262 :~ 
L 5-24- 60 3 ,44 , .28 2,71 .OS, 8.94 .303 2, 72 2,47 .142 .~ L 6-22-60 2,93 2 ,90 2.81) .o82 10 ,4 .278 2 .38 1.95 . 541 .u '> 'l, ... T 4-27-61 2 .64 2 .60 3 .16 .OS, ll ,9 .266 2.16 1.65 
,.,:a. ,-.~ 
T +3-61 ,.12 3 .05 3.99 .OS, 13 .8 .289 2.53 1.75 .~ .... 
T ~-19-61 2 .33 2 .29 , .62 .o85 14., ,25' 1.95 1.24 ~ L -29-53 2.15 2. 12 2.65 .095 .128 10.• .254 2 .01 1.59 .404 
L 5-5-5' 1.25 1.24 1.66 .095 ,074 8.5 .195 1.18 0,99 .505 . \v 
L 6-1-5' 2.66 2.61 3 .58 .095 .158 12.5 .286 2,48 LS, AO/ 
L 6-4-53 2 ."8 2 .44 ,.12 .095 ,147 u., .276 2 .,2 1.62 .324 .•-b 
L 6-17- 53 2, 14 2, ll 2,34 ,095 .127 9 .2 .256 2 .00 1.38 .644 • 1.-C:.. 
!,-- - Lover flov regime (dunea ) , T--Trana1 t1a::i. , u--U'pper ~ ov regime (Plane bed or anttdune•) 
TAIILll 9 • MSIC DAtt AID CXJCIVlllD PAJWGml!S POii K!SSISSIPPI ia- ~ S'J'. LOULS, IIISSO(JUl 
"""" D R u Jio• 
C u. RS l>RS l 
l't l't !'po "\lg !'po l't rt rt 
5.a.50 n., ,5.7 5.26 o.m 15.6 o.,,8 ! -56 2.6• o-'79, 
5-22-50 ,1.2 }5-6 5.5, -92• 17.0 .}25 !-29 2.,0 ,4S. 
6-5-50 ,1., }5-7 5.18 .909 16.0 .. ,2, ! -25 2.,5 .718 
S-7-50 28.0 27.1 ,.27 ."28 16.9 .19} 1.16 .785 .,a. 
9.5.50 28.• 27 .4 ,.27 .,99 l j. 5 .187 1.09 ,717 .,o, 
9•25•50 2,.7 2' -9 ,.26 .,99 18.6 .175 .954 . 574 .165 
•-17-51 ,1., }9.4 1.,1 l.o6 20.1 .}66 L.18 2.4, .155 
5· 21-51 .a., ,8.6 5-}9 .982 15.4 .}49 5.'79 2.86 .9&] 
6-1S.51 }9-1 '7.4 4.8'} .So2 15.5 .}15 ,.07 2.,0 .92} 
7-16-51 5, .B 51.6 7.26 1.26 15.9 .458 6.50 •-9} L.105 
7-22-51 56.7 5}.4 7-5' l.}9 15., .48'} "'l',42 5.72 1.425 
7.50.51 49.9 47.2 5-}7 .,51 1,.9 .,6o :.66 ,.15 1.474 
9-17-51 45.0 42.7 5.0, .6}2 17,l .295 2.10 1.91 .552 
9.24.51 39.4 '7 .6 4.,, .s,o 10.0 .2,9 :.99 1.32 .S,6 
10.a.51 34.5 ,, ,2 5.66 .}41 19.2 .191 1. 13 .687 1.795 
10-15-51 ,,.0 ,1.8 5.36 .355 17 .6 .191 1.15 .758 .,,6 
11-15-51 ,,,5 ,2.1 ,.97 .,12 22 .2 .119 1.00 .469 .527 
11-26-51 34.6 ,,.2 •.o8 . .ao 19.7 .207 1.,, . 78o .148 
12.,.51 31.0 29 .9 ,.15 .,10 19.8 .18'} 1.11 .6,o .127 
2-1S.52 27.9 27 .0 4.24 .5 ... 19.4 .218 1.47 .857 .155 
4-2}-52 46. 5 44 .2 7.86 1.16 19.4 .406 5 .15 ,.20 .221 
4-}0-52 46.9 44.7 7.69 1.10 19.3 .,98 • -92 3.01 .410 
6-16-52 ,,.1 ,1.8 ,.63 .545 15., .e,8 ~:~ 1.32 .855 7·17•52 ,,,5 ,2.2 3.66 .500 16 .1 .228 1.17 .619 
S-19-52 ,0.3 29 .2 ,.,1 .428 16.8 .201 1.25 .866 .427 
9-29-52 21. 4 20. 8 2 ,24 .428 I.}., .169 .890 .705 1.225 
10-20-52 21.6 21.0 2.,5 -}55 15,2 .155 .746 .540 .5S, 
12.S.52 20,4 19 .9 2 .14 .487 12, 1 .117 .969 .8ol l.8o 
12-29-52 20.3 19,7 2.15 .516 11,9 .181 1.02 .848 2.0, 
1·15·5} 19. 7 19.2 2.o4 .574 1.).9 .188 1.10 .941 2.98 
2-11-5} 27.1 26 .2 2 .98 .s,o 14. l .212 l.}9 LU 1.12 
2-16-5} 25.4 24.6 2.9C .6o, l,l.2 .219 1.48 1.19 1.41 
2-24-5' }1.8 ,0 .5 }.9C . 545 16 .8 -2'2 l. 66 1.16 .445 
, -16-5' 32 ., }l. l ,.96 .487 17.9 .221 1.51 .991 .2S, 
4-6-5} 40 .2 ,8 .4 4,69 .6o} 17.2 .213 2.,2 1.61 . 48o 
4-27-5' " ,0 }l.7 Ji..l,2 .589 18.o .245 1 .87 1. 21 .2S, 
5-25-5} 28 .1 27.1 ,.94 .6o, 17 .2 .229 1 .6} 1.09 .}49 
6-S.5} 27.4 26. 5 ,.9C .632 16.8 .2}2 1.67 1.18 .,81 
7-15-5} ,0.1 29.0 4.oo .6}2 16.5 .24, L S, 1.29 .468 
7·20-5' 27,9 26 .o ,.54 .6o, 15.5 ,229 1.57 1.20 .642 
S-10-5' 27 .6 26 .6 ,.61 .661 15,2 .238 1.76 1.,0 .742 
9-14-53 20 .2 19.7 2 .59 .559 13.8 .188 1.10 .851 .956 
9. 2a.53 18.4 18.0 2.40 .516 15.9 .113 .929 .7o8 .8'7 
10-19-5' 18.2 17.8 2 .40 . 516 14.o .172 .918 .699 • '798 
12-eS-53 17.7 17 .3 2.30 .661 12.0 . 192 l.14 .941 1.13 
,.eS-54 15 .3 15.0 2,01 -7•9 10.6 .190 1.12 .96o 2 .63 
2-S-54 16.1 15.8 2.12 .8o7 10 .4 .203 1.28 1.11 3.00 
3-22-54 19 .8 19., 2 .63 .72C 12.5 . 211 l.}9 1.64 1.585 
4-19-54 25.5 24 .7 3.42 .72C 14 .3 -2'9 1.78 l.}6 .988 
4-27-54 27 . 5 26 .6 3.72 .720 15.0 .248 1.92 1.43 .'799 
6-7-54 }4.2 32.9 4.95 .691 18.3 .271 2 .27 1.47 1.12 
7-12-54 28.9 27.9 3.74 .720 14. 7 .254 2 ,01 1.52 .968 
7-26-54 24.1 2}.} 3.07 .603 14 .4 .213 1. 40 1.07 .945 
9-21-54 22 .8 22.1 2.50 .647 11.7 .214 1.4} 1.20 2.465 
10-1S.54 31.3 ,0.1 4.22 .134 15 .8 .267 2 .21 1.52 .654 
12-1-54 19 ,7 19 .2 2.52 .720 :1.9 .211 1.38 1.15 .'°9 
2-24- 55 34.o ,e . 7 5.11 .720 :8.6 .275 2 .35 1.48 .227 
3. ,0.55 26.o 25.9 ,.a. .'79} :4.9 .257 2.05 1.5' .m 
5-24-55 22.0 22 .1 2.81 .691 :e.7 .222 1.5' 1.25 1.947 
12-27-55 17 .0 16.7 2.,, .So2 :1 .1 .210 l.'7 1.161 2.369 
2-21-56 18.9 16.5 2 .20 .a.. 10.5 .209 1.36 1.17 3 .000 
3·27-56 19.8 19.3 2.65 .763 12.2 .218 1 .47 1.21 1.755 
4-2•-56 25 . 6 27.6 3. 65 .S,6 13.4 .272 2.31 1.S, 1.55 
5-9-56 27.7 26 .} , .34 .S,6 12.5 .268 2.20 1.84 2 .158 
7-9-56 27.5 26.6 3.49 .749 13.8 .25' 1.99 1.56 1.298 
S-6-56 22.5 21. 2 2.98 .So2 12.4 .2-0 1.74 1. 47 1.a., 
10-2-56 17.2 16 .8 2.,0 .958 10.2 .225 1.58 l.}7 3 .510 
11-5-56 l j .8 15.5 2 .31 .958 10.7 .216 1.45 1.24 2 .5S, 
1-21-57 1~ . 2 14.9 2.18 .982 10.0 .217 1.46 1.27 ,.340 
3-20-57 17.6 17.2 2 .61 .952 11 .5 .227 l. 6o l.}4 2 .115 
3-26-57 24.5 2} .8 , . 50 .874 13 .5 .259 2 .o8 1.64 1.310 
"-9·57 32.2 31.0 4,76 .9C3 15.9 .,oo 2.eo 2.0, .8ol 
"-22-57 28 .9 27 .9 4.o8 .903 1• ., .285 2.52 1.95 1.094 
5.7.57 28 .1 21.1 3.76 .815 JJ .8 .272 2 .29 1.81 1.322 
5-20- 57 36 .9 }5,3 5.0, ,991 15.0 .,,6 , .50 2. 68 1.011.1 
6-3.57 ,2.2 31.0 4.05 .962 13.1 .,10 2 .98 2.4, 1.938 
6-25.57 33 .0 31 .7 4.o6 .952 13.2 .:,oe 2.95 2.40 1.921 
10-7- 57 18.5 18.1 2 .6} .816 12 .1 .21e 1.41 1.21 1.750 4-14-58 2· .9 26 .9 3.81 .845 14 ,1 . 270 2.27 1.76 1.162 4-29. 58 2L.5 24.1 3. 41 .816 13.5 .252 1.97 1.55 1.340 
5.19.58 22.1 21.5 3.15 .727 13.5 .2}} 1.56 1.32 1.120 
6-17.58 35.0 ,, .6 5.29 .952 16.7 .311 ,.13 2.19 . 520 
1-1S.58 ,:.1 29.9 4.62 .991 15.0 .305 2.96 2 .25 .882 
7-25-58 "4.4 42.2 6.43 1.05 17,0 .3-,fc 4 .43 ,.16 .558 
9-8-58 22.6 22.0 3.00 .728 13.2 ,221 l.6o 1.28 1.3,, 
1sed to:nn 1• dunes 
Contioued 
BIUI 9 • llo\SIC DlB AllD 0CJIPU!ID - 10II IIIIISISSiffl R%lD 1ft II!. LOIIIB, IIISl!OIIII--ConUA-
Daw D R 0 ~' 
C ~· RS - l n n tpo =vs tpo n n n 
9-29.58 2'·' 22.7 '·" o.58, l.6.5 0.207 1.,2 0.910 o.,66 u.1a.5& 21.1 20.5 ?-15 -7&! :i.,.8 .228 1.61 ~:~~ .9'!6 t2sr ,o.6 29.5 .51 .991 1,.7 .)07 2.92 .98, ,5 .8 ,,., ,.92 1.11 1,.1 .J50 ,.8J. ,.02 1."6o 
5·'-59 29.5 26.5 ,.60 .87' 12.7 .ea, 2.,9 2.011 2.lll 
5.13.59 32., 31.2 ,.,5 .903 1,.e .)01 2.&2 2.15 1.020 
6-13-59 26.3 25.5 3·'° .699 1,.2 -2'° 1.78 1.39 1.o65 7·1·59 2,.5 2'-7 ,.a .612 15.c .216 1.,5 1.o8 .TT9 
Table 10. Values of s when B is assumed equal to A. 
Sand s ize 
d d s 50 85 
B* / * nnn ft ft 
0.19 0.00078 25.9 0.00083 
.27 , .28 . 0015 23.3 .0018 
. 45, . 47 .0030 21.9 .0029 
. 93 . 0049 20 . 2 . 0050 
